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At Boston, prices continue slow and
few dealers hold out much hope of imsituation. Choice
provement in the
Aroostook CouDty tubers sell at 48 to 50
cent· per bushel, medium to good 45 to
47 cents.
At New York, plenty of potatoos are
the
coming from all sections. Thus
market is loaded to its full consumptive
capacity. Some new potatoes arriving
I from Bermuda command 94 atto 1 650 per
to
I barrel. Maine tubers move
Islands 1.50 to 1.75
[• 1.60 per bag. Long
westerns 1.40 to
per barrel. Stat· and
1 65 per 180 lbs.—New England Homestead.

[
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Wanted.

All kinds of Pulp Wood the com
ing year. Correspondence solicited

H. D. COLE,
Me.
April 13th, 19ος.

Bryant's Pond,

WANTED.

Any Farm.

■

The hay market is expected to go up
shortly, say the dealers, there having
been a pronounced shortage in Canada
and parts of the West where hay is
commercially raised. Maine bay will
get a stronger call and if a larger per
cent of it were of a higher quality, free
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CHAPTER XXI.
Τ seemed that my sudden de
1 purtnre hud offended Cecily
deeply than I imagined,
RttnS 1Ilul'°
ISfcyjcJ
for when I knocked ut lier
door next evening slie told me curtly
tliat she was nor feeling well and Intended going early to bed. So I went
back to my rooiu, rather glad of the
chance of an evening to myself.
Besides. Cecily was a good deal like
the highly flavored dish—to be fully
enjoyed only at Intervals. And, too,
there was only one point as yet unset-

^*ηΓ

tled—where she aud Trentaine had been
the night of the murder. That, I felt,
could be cleared up without much difficulty the first time she received me,
which would probably be not later than
I had a premonition that
tomorrow.
that line of inquiry, too, would lead
nowhere, that Cecily would prove l>y
a word that neither she nor Trentaine
had been anywhere near the Marathon
at the hour of the crime. In auy event
I had plenty of time, and I could spend
this evening very profitably In weighing and classifying my discoveries, in
getting a fresh start
As I opened my door I noticed it
scraped uu the carpet, and un examination showed me that the carpet had
I stepped to
come louse along the sill.
the speaking tube aud blew down it.
"Ilello:" called up a voice in u nto

ment.
"Is that you, Hlggine?"
"Yes. sir."
"This is Mr. Lester. Come up aftei
awhile, will you? I've a little job up
here I want you to do."
Will half an ho'tr
"All right, sir.
do?"

"Oh. yes! Any time this evening."
I got out pipe, tobacco and matelas

and sat down in my most comfortable
chair. I was no louger so discouraged
On
as I had been the evening before.
the whole, I told myself, I hud progressed. I had succeeded in forging
the chain more tightly about Trentalue,
iu strengthening it in many places. I
could show cert-duly:
First.—That he knew Thompson and
had lied about it.

Second.—That he apparently hated

him.
Third.—That he had come to New
York on the same boat with him and
probably o:t the same errand.
Fourth.—That Thompson had Joined
him us soon as released from Jail.
On paper. I had to admit, the chain
appeared a good deal weaker than I
had

There were many
that I looked at It.
consist largely of gaps.
the theory of Tremaine's
larger and larger. Oue

thought It.

gaps; indeed,
it seemed to
Objections to
guilt loomed

now

of the weightiest was Miss Croydon's
attitude toward him. That seemed unexplaiuable. The man she described
as the murderer was quite unlike Trentaine in appearance. Was she. then,
shielding hint? But why should she do
that? Above all. if he were guilty of
such a crime, would she have consented to his admisâiou to the Delroy fam
τ

Case"

Holladay

Holt

and

Company

delicately reared girl would smash

a

the bead with a piece of pipe
Yet
was to descend to the ridiculous.
if he had attacked her she might have
nerved herself to do It. But that was
absurd, too, since admittedly she bad
a pistol in her pocket and was not
Who else, then?
afraid to use it.
Jimmy the Dude? But he bud ulready
proved an alibi; besides, a motive was
man over

wanting,

ν

Then I thought of Cecily. Could she
have been the assassin? Certainly it
was not imi>os8ible. That last savage
act, that shooting of an unconscious
man, fitted in somehow with my estima te of her character. She might have
done that. But why should Miss Croydon seek to shield lier? Was it Cecily
who possessed the secret? Was there
some connection between them? I remembered the other famous case in
which I had been engaged—must I look
for the same solution here? Was there

those chance tack.; driven by the juuitor Trcinaine would huve had possession of tiieui long ago, and perhaps we
should never have penetrated the mystery of Thompson's death. Now it
would 1κ· laid bare before us —the
whole secret. What a little thing it
that had saved us!
I had the carpet loose—I turned it
back, and there they lay, that little roll
of clippings, just as they had been
wus

taken from Thompson's pocketbook.
They were to tell us the whole story—
we could not aguin be led astray. I
was quite calm ugain. I picked them
up carefully and laid them on my desk.

m«

K...w1n

τ

nr*A AIIa/1

m«

There was a certalu exquisite
pleasure lu holding myself back from
theui, in tantalizing myself, In deferring for a moment or two the revela-

pipe.

prison; a fourth was
marriage notice; a fifth told
of a row lu a sailors' dive, and so on
down the list. They were about different people—friends of Thompson's, perhaps; none of them had any connecΤ umcrapped the little brilliant and ap- tion with Treinalue; they told no story,
plied it to the break in the circle.
furnished no clew, shed not a ray of
Ily? And, again, if she feared him light on the mystery—they were absowhy not deuounce him to the police, lutely worthless.
That
or at leas*, threaten to do so?
I laid them down In despair. Yet If
would reimrt'e him from her path once they were worthless, why had Miss
and forever.
Croydon taken them? Why had TreThis last question seemed so unan- malne sought for thein? Were they
swerable that I paused (υ look at It mistaken too? Had they Imagined the
again, for it was evident that one clippings told a secret which in fact
really InsupeMble objection must In- they did not tell? But perhaps they
validate the whole theory.
By the did tell It—perhaps I had overlooked It.
commission of a crime, especially of They must have some connection with
a crime so serious as this one, would
the tragedy? Why could I not perhe not place himself as much in Miss ceive it?
Croydon's power as she could possibly
I ran through them feverishly again,
she were still in his
escape from

merely

Farmer.

The general estimate of tbe^-oostooi
bushpotato crop is close to
els, which thus far has realized grower*
about 32 cents per bushel. Conservative
oi
expert judges give the average cost al
in Aroostook county

17,θθ0!θθθ

Catarrh

constitutional
originating in impure Mood

il

raising potatoes

21 cents per bushel, which leaves ι
in
profit of 11 cents after all expense, ii
eluding interest on inveeted money,
is
no*
provided for. The 1907 cropbushels.
being forecasted at 20,000,000
Maine Farmer.

s

and remrirmjr constitutional
treatment acting thfOtu^b
and purifying tha blood for
its feeficol end permanent
cure. Be tqre to take

I

a

but with no better result. At last I
laid them down and took up my pipe.
I must submit them to α keener brain
thau mine. If Godfrey were only here!
I heard a step come down the ball,
stop at my door. Some one knocked.
I hastily stuffed the clippings Into
But
my pocket aud oi>eued the door.
It was uot Tremalne who stood there.

It was Godfrey.
"Well, of all things!" I cried. ·"! was
Just wishing for you. Come In."
With that quiet smile of his he step-

over the threshold.
"That must mean you've got some
still
new problem to solve," he said,

ped

emlling.
"I have; the worst yet; Impenetrable
But
as the countenance of the sphiux.
first give me your coat and hat."
They were dripping with water, and
for the first time I heard the rain beating savagely agalust the windows.
"I happened to be across the street
talking with Slmmonds," he said, "and
a
I thought I'd run over and see you

moaieufc"
"When did you get back from Washington?"
"Just this evening, and I've got to
Natal eri otbar local form of catarrh put In tomorrow at Boston, worse
by Catarrieta, luck!"
are aofeUy releved
—
wUcb âflay
I handed him a cigar and took one
with
fcthMfi.
myself. I confess that the match
SI.
alérmltfa,
Hoof· Sanaparik,
which I lighted It was not wholly
ctt.
30
ortw
orf
ooly,
Catarrieta,
For tMth<«M> of reourtuMe carat steady.
No. 4
"Come," said Godfrey, smiling In
o·
Catarrh,
Book
oar
lor
•a·*
C 1 Hoo4 OOh UwJ, Hêêê. sympathy with njy çxçltement, "what's

Hood'sSarsapariDa

In hand. Now bring the clippings over
here to the desk under the light."
I laid them on the desk and be sat
down before It
"But here," he said, etartlng up
again, "you'll want to see them too"—
"No, no," I protested. "Sit down.
I have seen them," and then suddenly
I remembered how I had been disappointed. They contained no secret

twenty.

us no

young
tramp skipper named Johnson—ah. you

key to tlit* whole enigma. Miss Croydon Lad taken her sister's place, had
tried tu buy him off to get him out of
It was Tremaiue
her sister's way.
who had ojiened the door; It was Tremnlne whom she had come to the
Marathon to meet. But—and I started

"Yes," I said, "and I bave cudgeled
my brain lu vain trying to Imagine
what that message could bave been."
"Well." remarked Godfrey, "while
we can't, of course, give It* actual
♦
xt, I don't thluk It very difficult to
We know
tenor.
;ess its general
wbat Tremaine came here to do—be

all, and his death had released her!
Hut, no. and in an instant the whole
terrible i>ositiou of the elder woman
burst upon me. Sbe was not Delroy's
wife; she was—
"So," I said hoarsely, "Tremaiue le,
then, the true husband of Mrs. Delroy!"
"Let us finish the story of the clippings before going Into that," suggested Godfrey. "I confess I don't quite
see the bearing of this next one. It's a
New York dispatch, perhaps to a Lou-

message told him that she was blackma liable—in other words, that she bod
married a rich mau. No doubt Tre
uiaiue's ηιοικ-y was running low, aud be
Jumped at this chauce of replenishing
his purse. Thompson was working his
way toward St. Pierre to join him, and
actually reached there on the Parima
just as Tremaine was leaving. Per-

upright—since they were Catholics,
only his death Could release Mrs. Del· came to blackmail Mr». Delroy. It'»
roy! Perhaps it was Thompson, after pretty safe, thou, to suppose that the

dou paper, under date of Feb. 18.
and chronicles the loss of the bark
Centaur, with all on board, off the
coast of Martinique. The Centaur was
bound from Marseilles to Fort-deFrance, with a cargo of wines and
muslins. Let us leave it for a moment
aud pass on to the next one, which Is

the last
"This Is dated Sydney, Australia,
Oct. 23, 1800, and relates how a daring
scheme to rob the Bank of New South
Wales was frustrated by a sailor who
bad been a member of the gang, but
who got frightened and informed the
The ringleader, a Frenchman,
captured and would receive a
There are
term of years in prisou.
four copies of this clipping, which no

police.
was

doubt means that It Is the one which
: in the habit
was soinet'
to Tremaiue to remind him
of that Australian experience.
"Now. don't you see, we reconstruct
the whole story. Treiuuiue, starting
out as a defaulter and robber, escapes
from prison, leaving his partner in the
lurch, treacherously, no doubt, since it

Thompson
of sending

awakened his violent anger. There isn't
auy hatred more vindictive than that
of one criminal toward another who
Tremaine finally
has betrayed him.
goes back to France and succeeds In

entangling Edith Croydon,
af>out sixteen, iu marriage.
—

■

■

■

1

then only
We know
1

■

see?"
I did, indeed,

see. nere was the first
of
appearance of Tremaine's zombi
bis familiar devil. I looked at Godfrey
This
with the liveliest admiration.
constructive reasoning was something
which I certainly was quite Incapable
of.
"So that J on Thompson's arm was
the initial of his real name," observed
Godfrey. "I thought it was; it had
been there a long time, and an effort had beeu made to erase It. After
a man has started on the crooked path
he doesn't want any tattoo marks on
him; they make Identification too easy.
For Johnson, then, we'll hereafter read

Thompson."
I nodded; 1

was

vlnrari

"Well,"

I maiue

beginning to

be con-

Godfrey,

"Tre-

continued

J

seem to be concernec II
with the adventures of a Frenchmai
who goes uuder various names, bu I
1
who. I am sure, Is one and the saux
person. He must, then, be either Tre
But Tbompsoi I
maiue or Thompson.
was evidently not a Frenchman, ant !

Jority of them

Tremaiue pretty evidently i.<, thong!
his contact with the worl.l has serve* I
to rub away a good many of thi (
marks.
I thluk we're pretty safe
th< t
that
In
assuming
therefore,
Frenchman of these cllppiugs Is Tre
malne. As we go on I believe wc'l I

find some Interual evidence conflrmtni ;
this. You ugree with me thus far?"
"Perfectly." I said, "admitting you

that these clipping? an i
really concerned with the case."
"That, too, I believe, we'll soon b i
able to prove by Internal evidence. 0 f
flrst

premise

I

"You mean Miss Croydon is the girl
who ran away with Tremaine? Bv.t,
then, she couldn't huve been mure
than ten or twelve years old in 1891."
"Eleven," corrected Godfrey, and I
was struck by the radiant expressiou
of hi· face as he took a yellow paper
from his pocket. "Let me read you
two sentences from this old report con·
You
cernlng the Croydon family.
to have recalled them, my dear

ought

Lester."
"Go ahead," I said helplessly.
"
'Eldest daughter, Edith, born in
France, Aug. 26, 1874. Educated at
school there, but broke down from
-orerttudy and returned to Beckenham.
Religion, Catholic.' Now," he demand·
! ed, "do you understand who It was
married Tremaine at Petits Colombe*
la 18Ô1?"
At last I saw It, and I could only sit
I and stare at him, marveling at my

course, If the·;.· haven't auy cjuueclio
with It, they'll soon lead us Into cbaoi ;.
Bnt there's another thing. We musty II own
ι

stupidity.

This was tbe

key—tlM

Thompson

fers to come here herself, see the man
and ilud out what be proposes to do.
"Tremaine has secured Thompson's
key, given him some money and sent
him out t<> get drunk. But for Jimmy
the Dude he would probably have stayed away -probably In the lockup—but

Miss Cruydou.

ri.a

··*-·«

rai h, nun we au Imagine that tlu· dialogue which b illowed was not of a
mill; and v.'.ter kind: both of them arc
full of fire. auJ they made the sparks

fly.

"Thompson Is aroused by the voice*
perhaps wakes naturally, comes Into

or

and Thompson, then, wen· arrested iu Xew York July 2;:. 1ΝΚ.Ί. at
"Godfrey," I cried, "I've found the clip- la low resort where they were Invin^
ping!"
In cnrouse. They had beaten and robdared look at Godfrey, bis dlsappoint?Md another sailor. It seems that nothment would he so intense. A silence
the ιϊη.«ι«ιο francs, and
of three or four minute» followed, I lug wan left of
it dltlicult to
broken only by the rustling of paper I uaiurally Tremaine found
The fourth
and tbe bowling of tbe wind ubout tbe I go honestly to work «gain.
I clipping:, undated, but probably sjuie
building.
and
Then 1 glanced at Godfrey. His ! mouths later, shows that Tromulne
to throe
cheeks were flushed, his eyes were I Thompson were sentenced
I years each in Sing Sing. Hut they "Tremalne pi<k« tip the Iron pipe and
beaming with triumph.
knocks him down."
"What!" I cried, starting up. "Do I didn't stay there so long." he added,
I turning to the next clipping, "at, leust
you think"—
I Tremaine didn't. Ou the night of Jan. Ivtw fascinating be ie, and it's uot
He looked up with α little uod.
a tremendous
wtnderful that lit? should be able to
"Yes," be said; "they tell us the I 2, 1880, iu the midst of
I snowstorm they managed to hide mislead an inexperienced girl. Of
whole story, Lester."
I themselves In one of the workshops course what lie wants Is money, and so
I and afterward to scale the outer wall. she writes to her father. He comes
CHAPTER XXII.
I In the morning Thompson was found tor ber and takes ber home, no douht
OR η moment I thought that
I at the foot of the wall with his head paying Trentaine a handsome sum to
How
was
joking.
Godfrey
I cut open and nearly frozen. Tremaine lake himself off—in fact, mortgaging
could thut tangle of hapclear
Thompson was his home to do it.
I
away.
hazard
clippings tell any got
with the greatest dilliaround
I
brought
".Miss Croydon gradually recovers;
it
And If they did, how could
I culty and would say nothing except to but she is Tremulne's wife. Vet in
be connected with the one which we
In terrible Imprécations against l'JUU she marries Delroy. She must,
Then, at α I Indulge
were trying to decipher?
I his companion. You see," concluded therefore, have had good reason to besecond glance, I saw how In deadly
I Godfrey, looking up, "we l>egln to get lieve Tremalne dead."
earnest be was. There could l)e no
at the motive."
I
"Don't you see?" I cried. "That's the
them
into
read
had
doubting It. lie
! "Yes," I agreed: "it's very plain, meaning of that item about the founutterfailed
which
I
had
some meaning
I now you've started on the right track. dering of the Centaur, with all on
ly to see.
I It's a good deal like Columbus' egg."
board. Tremalne was a passenger and
I eat down In my cualr again, my
Godfrey smiled and turned to the she knew it."
nerves a-qulver; at last we were on
I sixth clipping, the longest of them all.
"That's
"(!ood!" nodded Godfrey.
the verge of success.
"It's that way with most mysteries,"
undoubtedly It. Let me see," and he
"Well, let's hear It," I said.
I he said, "and here's the lutemal evi- turned Mfetck to the clipping; "that was
"I intend that you shall—wait till 1
I
deuce that all this theorizing is pretty
the
build
I'll
in 181)2. liis name, perhaps, appeared
up
get them arranged.
I
straight It's the clew, too, which among the missing; she waited eight
tu
want
you
etory as 1 go along, aud I
I we've been seeking so long."
his death
ask any questions or point out any deyears, and at last, believing
"It explaius Miss Croydon's presence
established beyond a doubt, married
fects that occur to you. Of course It
I here'/" I asked, intensely interested
will be only α study In probabilities,
again.
I and deeply stirred.
It
we
can
think
"Now let us see what Trentaine was
I
us
get
but between
a
me
shot
and
he
that!"
said,
"Just
In 181MJ he was in Australia,
doing.
pretty straight."
see
If
us
you
I triumphant glance. "Let
He meets
a bank robbery.
Ile got up from the desk with the
planning
I can catch it. The clipping is iu French.
from bis estate
sat
aud
descended
little
a
neat
in
pile
Thompson,
clippings
French isn't of the
I
lie and, though my
to that of common sailor.
down in the chair facing mine,
I highest order, I con get the seuse of it of captain takes
before
or
two
Thompson in on the
meditative
a
took
puff
I pretty well. It is dated Suresnes and Tremaine
to get even for
he began.
I is evidently a letter from α provincial plan, and Thompson,
thut treachery at Sim; Slug, gives him
"We'll have to start with a few gen- I
I'aris
α
to
uewspu|»cr.
correspondent
a penleral observations," be said at last. who, like most other provincial corre- away. Tremalne, no doubt, got
He probably broke
sentence.
teutlary
"It's evident that Thompson wouldn't I
IIowspondeuts, is delightfully vague.
again, for in 180P he appear* at
have carried these clippings around I
ever, I gather from it that ou the night juil
from South
in
uuless
they
with him for so long
of Sept. Ill, 18U1, a beautiful yo :utr Martinique, supposedly
Ile has considerable money,
America.
eome way concerned hiui. It's evident
not
given—ran
English girl—name
that Miss Croydon would never have I away from the conveut school of the which he no doubt stole somewhere,
as a
dared to take tbeui unless she was I Sacred Heart at Suresnes and that the and perhaps he chose St. Pierre
until the
pretty certain that they somehow vi- uext morning she was safely married safe place to stay in biding
Ile
over.
tally concerned her. It's evident thai I to a 'gallant Frenchman'—Tremaine, of hue and cry after him was
Tremaiue wouldn't have taken sc I course—by the cure of the little village would have some acquaintance with
much trouble to look for them unless I of Petits Colombes. The marriage was the Island, If he lauded there from the
he was mighty anxious to And them I quite regulur—though no doubt the wreck.
We arrive, then, at our flrst conclu I cure's fee was larger than usual—for
"Thompson learns where be ls- porslon—namely, that these clippings nec I the banns bad been published as re· haps even sees him at St. Pierre—and
to his revenge by driva
shed some light upon the trag

essarily
I quired."
"But still," I objected, "I dou't see
edy recently enacted In this room and
that that explains anything."
upon tbe connection of these people
with each other."
! "Let me help you. It was this clip"ïee," I agreed; "unless all thest ping I happened to look at first the
people were mistaken In their estimate night we found the body. I read two
of the value of the clippings."
I or three lines nloud, then Simuiomls
"That, of course, Is possible, but 1 put it buck in the pocket. It must
don't think it probable. At any rate
huve been those few lines which told
let us disregard that suggestion foi I Miss Croydou the nature of the clipthe moment and proceed along the oth ! plugs aud their Importance to her. The
What light Is It possible foi date line would have been enough to
er line.
Besides, if she'd ulready
these clippings to shed ou the murdei I do that.
of Thompson? Obviously It must b< I known of them she'd have taken them
only by explaining motives. Tbe ma before we got here."

Tremaine bad tried to play
false a second time.
"
"Now he continued, "let us see bow
nearly we can reconstruct the scene
which occurred In this room. Tremaine supplies Thompson on the voyage up with whisky and agrees to
keep him supplied, believing that he
may be useful—not daring, at any rate,
to make au open enemy of him lest he
spoil his game here. Thompson bad
only to speak a word to the police to
put Tremaine back in Sing Sing to
serve out hi
unexpired term. Arrived
at New York, he establishes himself In
that suit across the ball and spends a
week or two in looking over the
ground, ostensibly boosting his railroad
scheme. Thompson, who has been In
jail, joins him and takes these rooms.
"At last Tremaine is ready—or perhaps his lack of money forces him to
act.
Me writes a note to Mrs. Delroy
telling her that he's alive and wishes
to share in her prosperity. He demands that she meet him In these
That
rooms, asking for Thompson.
leaves him free from suspiciou should
she show the note to her husband and
should be attempt to have the writer
arrested for blackmail. Rut she Isn't
so sensible. Perhaps she disregards his
lirst note; perhaps she's unable to decide what to do. She has, of course,
beeu thrown Into a panic. He write·
Again. In despair she seeks the advice
of her sister, and Miss Croydon, who
Is by far the stronger of the two, of-

haps

Jimmy b-fngs him home. Tremaine
has to mai.e the best of it, since there
isn't time to get Thompson out of the
Anyway, lie's so dead
way again.
drunk tii.-.t Tremaine anticipates no Interfere»· e front 1dm. He shuts him in
the bedr ; and sits down to wait for

—

upon him.
The next instant I was down on my
hands and knees tearing away the carpet, my blood singing in my ears. I
had found them—the clippings—it was
hsre they niu.-t be bidden. But for

an

I was getting a little dizzy.
If Treumlnc had not killed Thompson. 1 asked myself again, who had?
Xot Miss Croydon! To suppose that a

"Good boy!" Godfrey commended
when I had finished. "You're worth
kll the rest of us put together. You
see, we're beginning to get the threade

th* walls t'iuorrer."
"Perhaps It would be best," 1 said.
"Than!: you." And I closed the door

other—no common thread. Apparently,
they had been gathered aimlessly at
haphazard to satisfy the whim of the
mouieut. One chronicled a wreck at
sea; another a bank robbery; a third

a maze.

the same breath related what Cecily
had told ine of Tremalne and his encounter with his zombi.

looked ::t it.
"Λ11 light, sir," he said. "I'll fix it in
th* mornin'. Them fellers wiint put th'
carpet down didn't half do their work.
I tacked a loose place down over there
by th' wall jest afore you moved in."
"Where was it?" I asked as calmly
as I could.
"Bight here by this angle," he said,
indicating the place with his foot "I
think maybe I'd better go all around

New York, Sydney.
I piled theiu carefully beside me and
started hopefully ou the task of deciphering tliem—of piecing together the
story they had to tell me. But the
farther I proceeded the more ray
spirits fell, for they told no story, they
seemed to have no relatlou to each

his?
If
|Ower, then he had committed no
crime, and if he had committed no
crime, why. of course he had not killed
Thompson. Hut in that case who had?
Where li.nl that diamond come from?
1 knocked out my pijve aud tilled It
again. 1 felt a good deal as though I
was wandering around and around In

"Let me see them. But wait," and
he held himself back. "I confess you
surprised me. Lester. I wasn't expecting such α bomb. This Is great luck.
Where did you And them?"
I told h'.ui of Illggius' chance remark
that had put me on the track, nud in

1

Of one there were four copies, hut of
the others only one apiece. They were
tattered and stained from long carrying; some were in Euglish aud some
were it» French, aud they were dated
from places as far apart as Dieppe,

in

lie was out of his seat in au iustant
"The clippings! Not the ones"—
"The very ones!" I nodded trium-

"The second clipping," proceeded
Godfrey, "shows us that our hero soon
clew.
they gave
wandered from the straight and nar"So," he said, sitting down again,
row path, and gives us, too, a little
"so you're In the secret, then?"
light
upon his personal history. In the
"I've looked them over," I repeated
following his marriage—April
spring
despondently, "but rm not In the 10, 1884. to be exact—while assistant
secret. They don't tell any secret or
manager of the ship supplies house of
a blood relationship between Cecily
anything else that concerns this case.
Briquet Freres, he absconds with «JO.îhiO
and Miss Croydon? Clearly such a I don't believe they'll help us a bit
francs. lie is believed to have gone to
that
fancied
I
even
about
was
thinjï
everything
possible.
Godfrey. They're
America, to have been smuggled out of
one. knowing them both, might bo able
under the sun but the one thing we're
the harbor by a friendly American capI
closed
subtle
resemblance.
a
to dete:-t
interested In."
tain. Surely, It Is not impossible." be
the
I went back to my chair and apmy eyes and endeavored to recall
added, "that this friendly America J
features of .Miss Croydon's portrait: plied myself to my cigar; I hardlj
captain was Thompson."
her face bad much lu common with
=
I
1—I—II I
"Very few things are impossible." I
Cecily's. Bolli were dark, both were—
commented. I began to be impatient
Λ knock at the door brought me out
with Godfrey. lie was permitting his
of my thoughts. 1 opened it and found
prejudice against Tremaine to warp
the janitor standing there.
bis judgment.
"It's nothing very much, Higgius," 1
"Well, we'll keep that for a hypotheIt
said, "but I thought you'd better fix
sis,
anyhow." And he turned to the
before it got any worse. The carpet
third clipping. "This," he continued,
has come loose here aloiiK the door.
"shows us tliat he indeed came to
Three or four tacks are all it needs."
America. It is dated July 23, 1885, and
lie stepi»ed over the threshold and
Frenchman and a
states that a

tion which was to come.
But at last L sat down and spread
them out on the desk before me. There
were twelve of them, some only a few
lines in length, others of half a column.

be

We
expect tjo much from them.
mustn't expect u story complete Id ull
Its parts—It's bound to be fragmentary.
The wonder Is that Thompson succeeded In keening this many llnke In the
chain. Maybe in his more prosperous
days he had a mania for clipping·. At
best we mustn't be disapi>ointed If
there are long gaps In the story."
"Yee," I agreed again. "That's evident enough."
"Very well. We'll begin with the
clippings, then, substituting Tremalne'a
name for the one used.
The first clipping Is merely α marriage notice, announcing that on the 23d of August.
1883, Tremaine married one Terese
Bertlgny at Dieppe. Let me see. Tremaine was then probably about twenty
years of age. No doubt he was born
at Dieppe, so that the name given here,
Victor Charente, Is hie real one. You'll
notice that he's retained his first name,
which is a bit of corroborative evidence."
"Or a mere coincidence," I supplemented.
"I'll
wire our correspondent nt
Dlepi>e to look up this Charente. Per
baps he can get a photograph. That
would settle the question."
I nodded. Yes, that would settle it.
for Tremaine at forty was probably not
greatly different from Tremaine at

tùe great discovery t fcoine uews iroui
the hou>.e party V"
"No. I haven't heard a word from
the house party."
"What Is it, theu? Out with It."
"Godfrey." I cried, "I've fouud the
clippings!" Aud I plunged my hand
into lay pocket and drew them forth,

phantly;

By BURTON E. STEVENSON

30,

from weeds and undesirable fine grasses,
Temperature Suggestion*.
which results from infrequent seeding,
sugges
the hay crop of the state would realise
Follwing are » few brief
the growers many more dollars.—Maine tions which will be wise to remembei
Farmer.
when the cold weather comes:
The water drunk by the cows ahoult
At the recent International stock show be between 60 and 70 degrees.
a new record for the aweepin
milk or water given to younf
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1906, the cattle commissioners of Vermont tested 29,398 cattle, of which
about one in ten weae condemned, cans
iug an expense to the state of 172,895.
The commission has resigned as a result
of criticism in connection with the in·
ve«tigation into the sale of diseased cattle for alleged food purposes.—Maint

The
Chicago,
buncl i stakes car load of fat cattle was made calves should be near 100 degrees.
be put li
Must be of good habits ant I when the prize Angus steers were bid
Freshly drawn ml'k should
off for $17 per hundred pounds, live the separator at about 85 degrees.
good reference.
Milk tbat is to be shipped should
weight. The cattle went to a New York
J. A. KENNEY,
dressed beef company for the holiday first be cooled down to something lik«
Home.
trade.—Maine Farmer.
South Pari·.
60 degree·.—Turf, Farm and

experienced
dowels.
An

give

on

>

kind you should wear,

will do you

The Best Fertilizer

The beat fertilizer we know of on any
farm is the brains of the farmer himself.
·*
SPKKI> ΤΗ* PLOW."
We do not mean by this the amount of
gray matter alone, nor yet the quality of
it as might be decided by a phrenologist.
on practical agricultural topic*
Correspondence
la solicited.
Addrees all communication· In- Neither do we mean the education which
tended (or this department to Hkmxt D. the farmer has received at
agricultural
Hammonu, Agricultural Editor Oxford Demcollege, experiment station, or elseocntt, Parle, Me.
where. Nor do we mean his ability to
make a talk at an institute or any other
Shorthorns and Shorthorn Breeders. agricultural gathering. (Our observation has been that in many cases the
"Durham breeders are working deto fertilize the farm with brains
ability
in
struction to that noble breed
Maine," is in inverse
proportion to the ability to
thu· read the headlines of an article by
tell about it.) Nor yet do we mean the
B. Walker McKeen of Maine in the New
ability to write an article for the paper
England Farmer for Nov. 24.
how it should be done.
Mr. Editor, I can not say whether or telling just
Then what do we mean? We mean the
not it is unfortunate for us breeders that
ability to make careful observations, to
we know that Mr. McKeen's frequent
draw accurate conclusions, then to do
use of the word Durham simply means
the things that should be done, and do
Shorthorn, the correct name for the them at the right time and in the right
breed of cattle for whose downfall he so
way. Many farmers have this ability
much laments.
who have never been at an agricultural
In any case, however, I presume that
who have never made a speech
college,
the article refera directly to me, as I on
subject in all their
any
agricultural
bave perhaps agitated the subject of the
and have never written an article
lives,
fair
and
state
the
dairybred Shorthorn
for any paper. They would no doubt
more than any other one Shorthorn man
have greater ability if they had attended
in Maine during the past year.
an agricultural college, provided they
Do the reports given us from time to did not learn
things there that led them
time of this grand old breed by the
away from the farm. They would have
and
journals agree been all the better off had they been
agricultural papers
with the head lines of the article above careful readers of first class
agricultural
referred to? Does a visit to our great
all
papers, provided they did not take
Maine fairs where some of the best that was written as
truth at first
gospel
Shorthorns in the conntry may be seen eight, or concluded that what is adapted
indicate that the breed is going to de- to one set of conditions and circumstruction? But these Shorthorns seen at stances is
applicable to all. They
our fairs are generally of what is known would
undoubtedly have been better
state
breed.
of
the
This
as the beef type
farmers if they had taken part in instiof alTairs seems to have come about by tute
work, and thus learned to express
reason of the fact that it has been the themselves more
clearly and at the same
custom of our fair management to judge time to avail themselves of the best
Shorthorns altogether as a beef breel.
thoughts of others.
Why this breed has been thus judged I
The actual available fertility of the
can not tell, neither have I met any farm does not
depend altogether on the
breeder who could seem to give a satischaracter of the soil, nor on the
original
factory reason. But there are other buildings and other improvements, nor
Shorthorn herds in Maine that are sel- on the
particular kind of stock that is
dom seen at the fairs though they are
kept; but on the capacity of the farmer
as
and
to
their
owners,
just as profitable
to ascertain what the soil needs and
valuable, individually, as the beef type— what the farm needs, in medical phrase,
this is the dairy or "dual-purpose" type to
diagnose the case, or to find out what
of the breed.
Is lacking, and then the ability to act
And, too, does a visit to some of the according to the requirements of the
best herds of this type to be found in- situation.
dicate that we are destroying the breed?
Our readers have often seen two
1 quote from the article in question,— farms, evidently of the same quality,
of
animals
"If it is possible to select
lying side by side, cultivated by men
the two types within the breed, to-day, of the same character and whose chances
of
a
lack
to
show
unity were apparently equal; and yet one of
it would appear
of purpose among those who have had these farms was operated at a profit and
the destiny of the breed in their hands the other at no
profit or perhaps at a
in the past."
loss. If you investigate the reasons
a
to
this
assertion,
question
Replying
closely you will find that the difference
from Thomas Bates, one of the rec- is not in the soils nor in the improveognized "builders" of the Shorthorn ments, but in the capacity of the farmer
breed, is sufficient: "I selected this to draw conclusions as to what ought to
tribe of Shorthorns as superior to all be done, and then do it.
other cattle, not only as small conIt is not an uncommon thing to see a
sumers of food but as great growers and Farmer do
wonderfully well in opening
of
quick grazers, with the finest quality
up a farm, in planning the buildings, in
of
beef, and also giving a great quantity
getting it into first class shape, and then
very rich milk."
as the farm is developed into a live stock
Bates
that
"Mr.
always farm or devoted to some other specialty,
lîistory says
had regard for the milking trait in his to fail to
get the very best results. The
cattle, and conducted extended experi- farm has grown faster than the farmer.
ments to determine the relation between
Nor is this peculiar to the farm as it
quantity and quality of milk and butter." applies to every other line of business.
It is said that the cow. Duchess, by Some men in business are able to carry
Daisy Bull, "gave on grass alone with- their business so far, and then fall down.
out other food in the summer of 1807 at The business has grown faster than the
Ilalton, 14 quarts of milk twice a day." men. The personality of the farmer is
From 28 quarts of this milk were made the
greatest factor of the success of the
2 pounds and 10 ounces of butter.
farm or any other enterprise.
"Bates was always proud of his butter
We sometimes see a farmer merely
records," and gave quite as much or making ends meet until the boy gets big
even more attention to the dairy qualienough to take hold of it. The boy, if
*!»Kto nattla Ηιβη fi»
Kituf «lltSklî.
he is the right kind, will develop it into
ties.
We often see the
a wonderful success.
Ami this idea of dairy qualities ha*
The farmer is a comreverse also.
very
Shorthorn
followed
breeding from petent man, makes money, takes his
Thomas Butes' time down to and includfamily and moves to town, and the boy
ing the present. It is therefore do "new fails to even hold it up to the measu.*e of
friend
as
our
at
and unbeaten path"
all,
profit under his father. The personal
in bis article appears to imagine.
element is after all the biggest element
now
"It
is
by
being urged
Ilesayn:
in auy kind of enterprise.
some that Maine fair managers become a
All this emphasizes the necessity of
and
it
aid
lend
and
scheme
the
to
party
growing the right kind of boys to begin
encouragement by offering two sets of with (which may very properly be conprize*, one for beef Durhams and an- sidered during courting days,) and then
other for milking Durhams."
of training the boys to habits of close
Mr. Editor, I am not aware that the observation and correct reasoning, as
breeders of dairy Shorthorns in Maine well as habits of integrity and industry.
are
working or trying to work any —Wallace Farmer.
scheme whatever. We simply want our
type of tlA breed shown due respect by
Still Improving.
the fair management—a thing which
It is a matter of satisfaction that the
must be brought about or many of our
best herds will in the future as in the quality of Maine butter is improving
past fail to appear at the fain. Finally, from year to year, as is clearly shown
I hope that our friend may become able by the gradual climbing up of the score
to see that "Maine, the home of ad- each return of our annual exhibition.
vanced work among other breeds of cat- Our dairymen and creamerymen have
tle," is not at all likely to suffer "the been students of their business. They
mortification of becoming the destroyer have been taking their samples up to the
of this one" during his natural life or annual tribunal of the Dairymen's Conmine.—E. A. Cook in New England vention for the purpose of getting a
Farmer.
rating on their product and learning
where and how it can be improved.
The Potato Situation.
The gradual improvement of their score
have been close students.
The recent cold wave caused appre- has shown they
first of all good
ciable loss of potatoes throughout New They have learned that
and cream is required, and then to
England and parts of the Empire state. milka
high score on the product, this
Not only was much stock frozen in cel- get
and cream muet be skillfully
lars and barns in Maine and northern choice milk
»
New England, but enormous quantities handled.
There is no room for carelessness or
A foremost
were also lost iu transit.
from start to finish. As a result
potato dealer of western New England neglect
the schooling acquired at these extalking with an editorial representative of of
and conventions, and taken
this journal says he believes that all told hibitions
have home and put in practice, the score at
bushels
1,000,000
potatoes
perhaps
for the past two years
been lust iu the principal producing dis- our exhibitions
that from
tricts of the north owing to cold weather has been fully up alongside
other dairy section of our broad
catching growers unawares. The car any
We question if a finer piece
shortage resulted in northern shippers couutry. will be
found at any exhibition
butter
sending tubers southward in any kind of of
than the sample prints from
rolling stock they could lay their hands this season
the Waterford creamery, and rarely inon. Thus thousands of bushels of tubers
deed will it be equaled.—Maine Farmer.
were frozen while on their way to big
markets. Many of our correspondents
writing this week from Maine tell of
Orcharding and sheep raising have
considerable loss of potatoes in cellars been found a practical combination
the
and common storage.
upon some farms. The sheep keep
No doubt this will have some bearing ground free from diseased and wormy
upon the market, but it will be some fruit, which usually contains the eggs or
time before actual damage can be de- larva) of dest ructive insects.
termined. However, the yield of potaSince the wholesale raids by dogs for
toes in Maine and New York state prov- some years past, farmers have had to
and
considerthis
ed very large
season,
keep vigilant watch of their flocks.
able quantities cuuld be destroyed with- In some instances, it bas been necesaffected.
market
out the
beiug materially
sary to keep flocks closely yarded,—
Reports from Aroostook County, Me., especially on farms near the villages
are
selling where dogs are most plentiful. In
correspondents say potatoes
at a range of 70 to 90 cents per barrel some communities the sheep pasture is
and there is a fair demand at these so situated that it can be seen from the
prices, although there is still a great dwelling, and dogs may be seen before
shortage in supply of cara. During the much damage is done. To this conmonth of November shipments of pota- stant watching and the prompt shooting
toes over the B. & A. railroad ont of of stray dogs may be attributed the
Maine amounted to 1,395,000 bushels small losses in some sections.
Some farmers think that an increased
against only 716,500 bushels the same
of tax
upon dogs would not bring the
period last year. From the opening the
let
December
to
season
the present
desired effect; they seem to favor a law
aggregate movement totals 4,020,000 whereby every owner of a dog should
bushel·, an increase of 1,602,000 bushels be compelled to keep the animal muzor 70 per cent over the corresponding zled or with in home bounds.—Maint
period last year. This heavy output!· Farmer.
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Oxford

bouquet
puts
ing him into lits of rage by reminding him of that Australian treach-

the outer room and Interferes. He I*
Mill half drunk; perhaps he threaten*
At any rate, Tremaiue
Trentaine.
picks up the iron pipe and knocks him
down; then in a sudden black frenzy
of anger, remembering Australia, sve·
lug how Thompson will always stand
in his way. h.* draws his revolver and
That
shoots liiui through the heart.
done, lie walks out, closes the do >r.

goes to his room and at a favora'.Ie
luoiueiit leave; the building."
He leaned back In his chair and applied a fre.di mat··!» to his cig ι*.
"liiat." lit' concluded. "is n.y Idea of
t!r· stor;. There's one per.M.n who can
till in the retails. I'm going to apply
to In :· a.·! .« :i as 1 get buck from Ιίοβ·

ton."
"Yon mean Miss Croydon?"
"Yes." h.· nodded; "and I think Trentaine is | :c::y ii.'ar the end of his ad·
venturous carver."
"There's on·· thing." I remarked after
a moment "tint diamond I found on
the tioor here didn't c:»:ne from Tremaiue's pin. I tried It last uigl.t. and

it didn't I t."
(lodfrey sr.slîed as lie placed the clippings carefully in his |x>ckctb #ok.
"I know it." he said. "I meant to tell
t »
you. It cause from a ring belouglug
Jimmy the iMtde. I saw h ut t might
across the street. Simtnonds had hYi
Sitnmonda
In for another sweating
isn't quite convinced yet that .llmtn.v'»
Innocent—and 1 noticed a ring on his
linger contained a cluster of little diamonds. One of them was goiu·. and
when I questioned hitn he said he'd
lost it somewhere the night Thompson
Ile probably dropped It
was killed.
—

here as lie was helpiug Thotup ou to
bed."
"That's It, no doubt," I agreed. "Hut
It breaks one thread of evidence."
"We don't need it!" declared (»odfrey confidently, as he arose to go.
"We've got a chain about Tremaiue,
Lester, that lie can't break, and we'll
compel Miss Croydon to forge the lset

rivet."
But in my dreams that night I saw
him breaking the chains, trampling upI
on them, hurling them from him.
tried to hold them fast with all tuy
puny strength, for I fancied that one»
free he would sweep over the earth
Then, suddenly, It
like a pestilence.
was not Tremaine, but Cecily, I wae

She turned to look at me with
countenance so terrible that It palsied me. Her eyes scorched me with a
white heat, burnt me through and
through. Then she raised her hand and
struck me a heavy blow upon the bead
—again—again—till, blindly. In agony, I
loosed my hold of her and fell.

holding.
a

Hut at lust he sends him u meswhich
brings bint to New York."
sage

(to

be
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«
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A Boston schoolboy

weak and

was

sickly.

till,

His arms were soft and flabby.
Ho didn't have a strong muscle in his
entire body.

physician who had attended
for
thirty years prescribed
family
Scoffs Emulsion·

the

The

NOW:
To feel that boy's

would think he

blacksmith.

was

arm

apprenticed
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wMt Parla.
BackftoM.
Rev. C. N. Qleason, pMtor of the
exercise* held
Christmas
anion
*+■
The
and
fMiily
C.
C.
Mr.
Wlthington
at the P. ( 'ongregationallat church, was called to
tamed from their Christmas outing a* Monday evening of last week
jmt toxfovà
«"ended. The 1 Tew Tork Saturday afternoon to attend
and West Parle Wednesday 1
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
I·'»·'!
so no aervices
,K.?ÎUrchv^ere
ISSUED TCE8DAT8.
bildren bad a fine time, and the au- t be funeral of hla brother,
SECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.
to enJ°y tte happiness of ι re re held in this church Sunday.
Remick of Auburn spent <
The paator of the Universalist church
he little folk. The tree was loaded with
Christmas with friend· In town
dolls
SOUTH PARIS, MA1NB, JAN. 1, 1907.
of
j reached an appropriate sermon Sunday
number
a
Paris Mill.
large
»
Christmas
ohurch
including
jifte,
At the Baptist
the three r lorning and holy communion was oh·
Sunday School concert was given Sab- aid a box of candy given by
who was a a erved. The concert which was to have
First Baptist Church. Ββτ. Κ. Ο. Tay lor. paator
child
each
to
Scboola
the
.torn
and
Sunday
b!Si
despite
was postAx wood a Forbes, Preaching every Sunday «110.45 Α. κ. Sunday
and ι uember. The following programme I •een given by the children
School at IS M. Sabbath Evening Service U raging a good number were present
atorm.
Editor* mm* Prtpritten.
I oned one week on account of the
'u given:
7:30 p. ■. T. P. S. C. *. Tuesday evening. ω excellent concert was g'*e°·
Rev. Mr. Schoonover at the M. B.
Mia· Brown.
A. E. rosais.
Prayer Meeting Thursdayemlotil.130. Coy*
la
OWN· 11. ATWUOU.
Packard
S.
James
foluniary,
superintendent.
lit
the
aant Meeting the but VrMav Before
hurch preached an interesting sermon
Children'· chora·.
llnglng, Be II· of Joy,
their Chr
Sun-lay of the month it »30 P. M. AU not Monday evening they had
Rev. Isabella S. Ma duff 1 η the
j (enptute,
Nativity and special music was
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
mas tree and Santa Claus came in good ] v...
Thomas WhHwWe
TEKMft —11.50 » rear If paid strictly In advance.
endered
School every
by Mrs. Schoonover and Mrs.
Church.
«Jnlversallst
Sunday
4
cents.
SPiUhUh.™
time and distributed his gifts to all près- ι
Otherwise nog a year. Single copie·
Lrno with Mrs. Sherman Haaelton ac'iunilay at 10 .-45 A. U.
ESTABLISHED 1».
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^ïr^aîter

AU legal advertisements
DTunsuiurra
tor $1.50
given three oonaective Insertion· contracte
per lach In leagth of column. Special
advertlsand
lent
tram
with
yearly
made
local,
—

Oar friend· in Florid» have evidently
suffered a drop from tbeir reputed summer temperature during the past week,
era.
the Christmas eve temperature At JackJo· Puinroa —New type, faat pre··*·, electric
with
as 24,
low prices sonville being reported
power, ezpeiienceil workmen and
combine to make this department of our buai- damage done to the crops by freezing.
nee· complete and popular.
other
That tourist will have to wink the
«MNLK COPIES.

Copies of tbc Democrat are four ceata
each. The? will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publisher* or for the convenience of patruna
on
jingle copie· of each ls*ue have been placed
•ale -it the folio win,; place· la the County
Shurtleff'· Dru* Store.
South Pari·,
Noyé·' Dm* Store.
Norway,
^tone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Poatmaater.
BuekQeld,
A. F. Lewi·, I nauranc· OSce.
Fryebur*.
Mr*. Harlow, PoetOdce.
Pari· Mill,
SamuelT. WhiteWe*t 1'itrl·.
Single

Coming Events.
Jan. 1— Oxford Pomona
NEW

Urange, Norway.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Cleaning G laeees
Ro*·I Taxée In Unincorporated Townships.

Blue Store».
Taking Stock.
Twenty Dollars for Two.
sale of Odd* and End·.
Fltzezy Shoe·.
The I.auter Playerptano.
Keep Your Hor»e· Warm.
Appointment of Administrator.
The Λ met lean Magaxlne.
Wanted.
I»r. T. J. Judklns
Notice of Bankiuptcy.

County
UAIN

A

OF

DOLLARS

Finances.

OVKK
IN TUE

SEVEN

THOUSAND

STANDING

OF TUE

I

COCNTY TUE PAST YEAR.

FOKBKS

The County Commissioner» and County Treasurer went through the treai-1
urer's books last week ami marie up the
financial statement for the year. Tho
balance sheet for the year is as follows:
KKOEIPTS.
·Ι»η. I, I!*·},

Cash In treasury
Recti County taxe*
"
Wild land taxes
·'
state and road taxe·
"
Fee» from county officers
Sale con floated liquor», etc
"
Road costs,
"
Fine» and costs
Total

EXPENDITURES.
Paid co-te March terra S. J Court,
"
Costs Oct terra S. J. Court.
u

"
"
"

.$11.553 47 I
27,331 SO
MM 4*
3,«40 ΤΙ
2,Ml 47
470 33
4o ou
5,00810

$.">4,928 '28

receipt·

4.932 11
4,055 75
Couaty Commissioner·' order·,.. 12,749 92
65» 46
Kxpense county office·
8,828 47
Rond», Interest, etc.,
uo
7,535
Salarie·,

Total expenditure·
Cash In treasury, Dec. 31,19U6,....

$

#38.737 71

1",190 57

$54.928 '28
The standing of the county Dec. 31st,
is as follows:
LIABILITIES.

$25,000 00
1,007 39

Bonded Indebtedness,
Due state, taxes collected,
Due on unpaid bills,....
Due Oxford Law Library,

694 39
4.30 73

$27,132 51
RESOURCES.
Due from state, wild land
.........$ 1.986 35
taxes,
2,438 41
Due on county taxes,.
16,190 57
Cash In treasury
...

Liabilities In

cxce··

of resource·

eye.
The regular meeting of the director·
of the Paris Hill Library Association
will be held at the home of the president,
Miss P. N. Andrews, on Wednesday,
Jan. 2d, at 4 p. m.
The Ladies' Baptist Circle will meet
in Cumming· Hall Friday. The men
will take charge of the supper and a
good one is expected. Supper will be
served at half past six. Admission 10
cents. Supper free to all who furnish
something for the tables. All are cordially invited.
Mrs. Charles E. Waterman of Mechanic
Falls visited at Loren Merrill's a few
days the past week.
Newton Cummings is at home from
New York for a short time.
Mrs. E. G. Harlow left Monday morning fora visit of several weeks to relatives in Massachusetts. Mrs. Fred Shaw
will have charge of the post office during Mrs. Harlow's absence.
Judge William P. Potter of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court and Mrs. Pottei
arrived at Elmhurst Saturday for a brief
visit. They spent two aummer· at Elmburst and now come to see how Paris
Hill looks in winter.
Fred Sturtevant of
Mrs.
Mr. and
Hebron and Miss Marv A. Thompson of
Portland were at Paris Hill Sunday.
Joseph B. Cole, who has been quite
sick for aeveral weeks, is now able to go
out some.

$30,615 33
$ 6,517 Is

Five thousand dollars of the county
bonds have been paid during the year
and this added to an exceptionally large
collection of overdue wild land taxes,
road taxes and tines, makes the financial
standing of the county over seven thousand dollars better than one year ago.
Here and There.
Austin Cary of Brunswick mildly protests against the proposed branch of the
Bangor and Aroostook Railroad, to run
through the heart of the great northern
Maine woods, for two reasons: Principalinly because it will afford such a vast
crease of opportunity to annihilate the
Maine forests, but also because it will
parallel the greatest canoe trip in Maine
—over the Allagash route—with a railalways been
road. This route has
through the middle of a great wilderness,
but with a railroad running through
the same valley its greatest charm will
be gone. This last reason is almost
not wholly sentimental, but after

though

all hasn't it considerable force?

Tbe suggestion is made that the government, to aid the agricultural interests
of the country, establish a model farm
in every county in the United States, as
That may be all right,
an object lesson.
if it doesn't cost so much more to run
tbe farms than the income from them
that they will swamp the government.
These farms which show farmers how
they ought to run their farms are pretty
apt to be expensive affairs to run.

DISTBICT.

^·

""The

Methodist Society had their
Christmas tree and exercises Monday
at the

A

very
pleasant evening was spent together in
social greetings, recitations
liter which the gifts on the tree were
evening

parsonage.

presented

with an

envelope

con-

generous roll of bank bills.
Mrs Blake Keen of Sumner, for many
tears an invalid and great sufferer, is
Chule.
her
Gautier. She has been affected ol lat
with a carbuncle on the back of
head. Her condition is critical.
Mr. Gilbert Tilton, formerly the Buckfield correspondent for the Democra
who has been an Invalid for the past year
taining

a

ESVtth

ey«j|ght

and a few months ego lost his
entirely, is now failing and it « thought
he is nearing the end of his eartii y
pilgrimage. He is tenderly cared for by
his wifeand son Herbert, who are constantly at his bedside. For some days
Mr. Tilton has been delirious most of the
Wilson Shaw,
tl1ÎS. time
in

been for

who has

impaired health, is very

some

much improved and is able to be about
usual attending to his affairs. His
son Warren and wife are in Geneva,
as

**

Ε. M. Atwood is moving his machinery
and stock Into his new factory th s week
and will soon be running his
his new building. It is a fine edificeι and
he will be able to do a iarger business
Mrs. Lucy A. Shillings went to Auburn
to visit friends Wednesday, returning
Friday afternoon.
Harold and Shirley Hall spent Christmas with their mother.
Mrs. James DeCoster and

a

during

day,

but such was the storm that not a team
showed up, nor did the mail get along
until late the next day, and then it required an extra horse to pull through.
Our daughter, Mrs. I. W. Swan, of
Locke's Mills, came down the day
previous to spend the festival with us,
not mistrusting the near future, but was
glad to return the uext morning for fear
of getting snowed in, and there was
where she was wise as the sequel proved.
But we all received presents later on
of more or less value, not only the little
kids but also we "children of a larger
growth." One of our presents was a
writing tablet, marked Moosehead, and
contains the picture of a moose's head
on the outside of the cover, while the inside «rives a brief historv of these kincrs
and queens of the forest.
That reminds roe of what we once
found, and 1 regret not having them here
to show the hunters in particular, and
everybody else in general. They would
draw for a while «quai to anything Bar·
nuro ever had in his museum.
[t was in the month of November in
1852, and we were boating up the west
branch of the Penobscot to No. 2, Range
10, for the purpose of building a camp,
and getting ready for the loggers when
the enow should come later on. There
were eight of us, tive Indians, two Blueno«ee. as they were called, and myself,
four men to each loaded bateau.
Going ashore one night to prepare for
supper and lodging what should we find
but the head of a moose containing a
pair of horns such as the Indian· said
they never saw before. The head and
horns were perfect, and to all appearance
the animal had been killed but a few
days previous. The spread of the horns
and the number of antlers they contained cannot be given at this late day, and
therefore no guesswork will be made.
The township wh<>re we logged that
winter was the second south of Mount
Katahdin, and the mountain was in full
view.

M. C. Barrows and Howard Curtis are
to Buckfleld for C. M.
Thomas.
Mrs. Geo. Π. Barrows slipped and fell
on the ice a few days ago and sprained
her wrist very badly, besides receiving
other injuries.
Mrs. Chas. Buck ia quite sick.
Henry Young speme to be growing
weaker.
Win. A. Barrows Post and Relief Corps
will install their officers Jan. 5. It Is
hoped there will be a good attendance.
Everett Bobbins and wife, F. J. Brown
and wife and G. A. Chandler attended
the grange meeting at East Sumner
Saturday, Dec. 22d. Several candidates
were instructed in the first and second
degrees. Λ fine dinner was served. The
North Buckfleld Grange provided a very
enjoyable entertainment in the afternoon.

There was a village Christmas tree at
the Baptist church
Monday evening.
There was a concert and Santa Claus was
A Somewhat Novel Situation.
present.
Considering the Inclement
A bill introduced in congress forbids weather the attendance waa very good.
national banks making any campaign
Mrs. Minnie Jewett and daughter
contributions whatever, and also forbids Eula from Brunswickaro visiting friends
in
to
aid
West Sumner.
at
money
any corporation giving
tbe election of presidential electors, repHebron.
resentatives in congress or state legislators who may be called upon to choose
Prof. Brainard of Winthrop, Mass., is
United States senators It is generally at Dr. Crane1·.
considered a good measure, and it is
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Dunham are in
Massachusetts.
thought it will be promptl? passed.
is
matter
the
of
feature
The peculiar
Miss Mary Thompson of Portland ii at
that the bill is Senator Tillman's. Think Fred Sturtevant's.
of it! A few years ago, when what was
Miss Eva Barrows and Miss Daisy
called the "force bill" was under con- Cushman are at home for the Christmas
sideration, elections were declared by vaoation.
the state rights advocates to be state afMiss Martha Pratt ia viaiting in South
faira, with which tbe national govern- Paris.
ment had no business to interfere. Yet
The storm Christmas day did not keep
here is this sweeping measure, which people at home. There waa a dinner
of
and entertainment in Grange Hall and In
foes far bey nd the mere control
election machinery; and it ia champion- the evening a Christmas tree and enterioned by the fire-eating Tillman, repre- tainment at the church.
sentative of South Carolina, the tradiA. G. Bowman sent off the last of his
tional hotbed of tbe ideas of state rights, apple· this week.
nullification and secession.
Ne wry.
Evidently that writer is correct who
•ays that the views of political parties on
Mr. Stephen Foster, an aged man, reof
the question of centralization
govern- siding on Sunday River, had his
leg amment have depended, not so much on an
putated just above the knee, a few days
abstract nrincipla, as upon the end
ago, and at lateat account· waa quite
■ought to oe accomplished.
oomfortable. The trouble arose from a

Prol. Moody

a

Candidate.

The many Oxford County friends of
Prof. John P. Moody of Anburn are interested in his candidacy for tbe offioe of
state superintendent of schools toauoeeed Supt. Stetson at the expiration of
the latter'· term of office. Prof. Moody
would bring to tbe office not only executive ability of a high order, but also
practical experience as a teacher of
Maine schools that few men have had.
Not only has Professor Moody taught
■any terms of common and high schools,
hut sa principal succseslvely of Hebron

Bridgton Academy and
Bdward Little High School, he has mads

Academy,

areeord of suoosss as an instructor that

h widalj kaowa.

fast

everybody's pocket

î

^*J.,Ja'|,on·

sleighing
buy.

jd

South Rumford.

A family Christmas tree at Wallie
Clark's was much enjoyed by his family
and the family of his sister, Mrs. Edwin
E. Abbott of East Rumfcrd. The tree was
prettily decorated and heavily loaded
with presents and the children spoke
pieces and sang, and their grandfather,
Wallace Clark, furnished music with his
new

graphophone.

Arthur Sloan and daughter Muriel
have been quarantined with diphtheria
at the home of his brother, Joe Sloan.
Charles Lapliam's children have the

whooping cough.
M. L. Wyman and
vale a week, visiting

wife were in Dickrelatives.

Mason.

The school had a
entertainment on

Christmas tree and

Tuesday afternoon.
Quite a good gathering, for all the
weather was bo rough and windy. The
children performed their parte well and

there waa a line lot of ueoful presents.
J. M. Philbrook was in town Wednesday looking after cows.
A. j. Haskell was in town the 20th.
Rachel Westleigh has returned home
from Norway.
Miss Evelyne Hazen of Norway visited
at Douglas Cushing's one day this
week.
Oxford.
Felice Lesau died

Monday,

Dec.
He was carried to Lewieton for burial and his funeral was at Lewieton on Thursday. He
leaves a wife and seven children.
Herbert Denning has moved into his
new home.
There was a Christmas tree with exercises by the children at the Congregational church Monday evening and
one at the M. E. church at Welchville.
The schools are again in session after
a week's vacation.
A. J. Holden has been clerking for
on

24th, of rheumatic fever.

THE HUMAN LOCOMOTIVE.

A certain man, because lie
so strong and hearty, im-

was

every old thing into hisstomach.
One day when lie was pulling
load the firebox didn't
a

heavy

right, so the Human Locomoti ve stopped to investigate.
Ile fourni the Hues choked,
the firebox full of clinkers, and
it
so stuffed with fuel that
couldn't even show a red glimburn

I

regular!

Mrs. J. G.

I
I

homeP

^ Κ<ΐ
ί physicians
at
resident

to be to them a hazy distance in
something far away. They almost
invariably, preacher and people, locate
it above and beyond, when the Scripture· distinctly declare that the kingdom
of Heaven is within, and the simple
Wheelerentertained friends meaning of it is righteousness and peace
That ought
* "°"]j tree and joy in the Holy Spirit.
to settle the matter permanently unless
for
assertion
naught.
the divine
hM"
goes
We once heard Brother Pottle preach on
in
"Amen!"
we
and
short
the
a
is
said,
subject
correspondent making

the insane asylum,
but doea not intend to leave here
There were quite a number of family
Christmas trees and
pleasant home
JoChri8tma® time in
ng8

cïityr

seems

it,

a

fmi!Lre'pP'♦?'

S?r40."."n°4"°d

ώΚΧ"
τΐ' ^areha1' L°.Cke
hi*^.:»Ι,ΒΚ·ΓΥ
thl 5 ΐί
Dun.h»m

Mrs.*

MarsC"

guest of Mrs. E.
Among the

O. Ford.
visitors here throngb
Christmas were Esther Anderson of
Norway; Lena M. Felt, Arthur Cushman
and Robert G. Johnson and family of
Rumford Falls; Ted Chase of Hebron
Academy; Albert Bowker and wife,
West Paris, and Elmer Bowker of Gould

silence and in our heart.
Let the fact of the location and the
truth of its meaning be remembered,
nnd the last will and testament will be
greatly simplified. John the Baptist
originated the expression when he came
preaching repentance, or at least I cannot call to mind an instance of its use
prior to the days of the crying in the
wilderness, and I doubt if it can be
found in all the older Scriptures. And
its plainly evident meaning when first
employed, is the reign of the Messiah,
the Gospel kingdom, the kingdom of

burg. Fred Richardson takes Mr. Hill's
place on the M. C. R. R. section and a
Mr. Day of Porter has taken the place in
Clement's store formerly held by Mr.
Richardson.

Denmark.

the inner man; of Heaven! of God! Por
it is wholly spiritual and not temporal,
and not carnal. The fundamental lawa
that are for the government of this

Heaven-ordained Republic and Spiritual
Commonwealth, are diametrically opposed to the laws of carnality that
govern in the kingdoms of thi· world.

John.

That portion of tbe 1006 news summary for Maine published in the newspapers which gives two murders for the
year will have to be revised, for two
In the first place, a third
reasons.
arrest has been made since the summary
was published. In the second place,
one of tbe cases was judicially determined to be manslaughter under such
provocation that the sentence imposed
was the very light one of a year in jail.
Of the other cases, one could hardly
have been other than a premeditated
murder. ▲ suspect has been arrested,
and is now awaiting the aotion of tbe
grand jury. The third Is a case of
infanticide, and the mother of the child
is under arrest. Even with this extent,
the Maine record of Illegal homicides for
the year is remarkably small, and furnishes little comfort for those who urge
the restraining power of capital punishment.

Tbe following officers have been elected in Denmark Lodge, I. Ο. O. P., No.
50, for the year 1907:
N. G .—Sumner H. f ratth.
V. G.—Edwin 8. Fttd.
Κ. 8.-A. W. Belcher.
Msttur Bray'· Swset Powders fcr ClilMrea,
r. 8—Harry B. Thome*.
Treasurer—wm. C. Ordway.
use by Mother Gray, nurse In the
Successfully
O.
Agent—C. Wood.
Children's Home In New York, Cure Feverishness, Bad Stomach, Teething Disorders, mow
In Silver Rebekah Lodge:
and regulate tbe Bowels ana Destroy Wonts.
N. G.—Mrs. A. C. Jewett.
Over 80,000 testimonials. Tkg/nevtrJUl. At all
V. G.-«u«le Blake.
druggists, We. Sample Γ REE. Address» Alls·
B. 8.—Mr». Ada Gray.
8. Olmsted, Le Boy,IT. T.
F. 8.—Mr·. Addle Wentworth.
Treasurer—Mr·. Nelson Thome·.

Mr. Xlbridge Thorn has been quite
eiok the past three weeks, but is now on

i

a,

that
We are occasionally reminded
truth is stranger than Action, after all.
A few years ago a story was published
in a magazine of some miners who were
imprisoned by a cave-in, and were communicated with by telegraphic signals
and released by a very nice piece of en-

Somebody told

>

$77 80

Henry W. Dunn ofto Andover North
superintend the ex
appointed Agent
and Is
[wndlture of the same according to law
required to give bond as the law directs.
Sur

And
plus Is

He did

Andover North Surplus, for the purpose of
leadrepairing so much of the County way
Ues within
Ing from Andover Corner to Upton aa tho Black
of
so
much
and
also
laid Surplus,
Brook road, so called, as Ues within said Sureleven dollars
plus, the sum of four hundred and
:
and fifty-eight cents Is assessed as follows

ON

5

was soon
aa

s

I«

°

b

300
300

6 90
β 90

200

4 60

as he
able to

as

told, and
au<l haul
Kesides he

was

pull

ever,

less under a

heavy load.

medicine you take.
Price, 25c., at our store or by mail,

$1200 $27 60

500
200
900

a

Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets
absolutely guaranteed to
cureall t hedletressing forms
of Dyspepsia and Indigestion, or we'll pay for all the

H
2

>

X

keep

are

«

"

well

puffed

m

il·ΐ

him to

clean fire with a good draught,
and feed it regularly, with only
A certain quantity at a time.
He was further advised to
use Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets
for the purpose of putting himself in first-class shape.

Senry W. Dunn, part of home103 $ 119 $ I 2ft
stead,
1 25
Its
100
j. A. Andrews, Boobler lots,
The International Paper Co.,
00
75
7300
0300
balance of township,

s
enough the youngest member will draw
χ
i
Û
O
the most money for bis services, for in
Chase, B. L. Horion
addition to his $150 salary for the ses- Chas.
homestead,
sion, he will be entitled to $59 mileage. Preston E. Austin, homestead,
The state allows the lawmakers 20 cents II. A. Lovejoy, homestead,
timber
Van Chaa. Chase, standing
a mile one way from their abode.
on same,

Chance Comment.

mer.

2

t6
Ά

Cyr Is

Buren Is the northernmost point in
Maine reached by railroad, being literally "the jura ping-off place."

§

<

P. A. Shurtleff A Co.
Druggists.

Henry W. Dunn, old S. I.arned
4 60
200
100
homestead,
16 10
700
2U0
Henry W. Dunn, homestead,
4 60
200
Λ ndrew Abbott, lota No. 22*23, 160
2*"
120
96
C. A. Burgess, lot No. 30,
Mrs. Charles P. Bartlett an1
5 18
225
Henry Abbott, lot» No. 31*33, 180
4 60
200
160
George E. Smith, timber lot,
Ε I. Brown, John Small farm
8 62
300
375
and lot on Sawyer Brook,
International Paper Co, E.
50
11
500
400
45
A
43.
46,
Pluinmer lois
44,
Internatlonnl Paper Co., lots
Marston
and
40,41,42,47,48,
1000
23 00
800
lot,
International Paper Co.. remainder of township except
990) 12375 284 62
public lots,

gineering. To the average reader the
$4»
story appealed as worthy of Jules Verne.
In Bakersfield, Calif., a few days ago, a
And It la hereby ordered that the tax assessed
righteousness that the Christ was com- miner was released after being buried against
Chaa. Chase, Preston E. Austin, E. A.
ing to establish in the earth and to set fifteen days in a little cavity under- Lovrjoy, Henry w. Dunn, Andrew Abbott.
A. Burgess, Mrs. Charles P. Bartlett and
C.
up in the hearts of men. And it has the
a
ground, fed with milk through pipe Henry Abbott, Geoive E. Smith, and E. 1. Brown,
same signification all through the testadriven through the debris to his resting- together with $269.12 of the taxes of the Internament, or at least I cannot name a single
In all to
and finally taken out by a skill- tional Paper Company, amounting
Instance wheru it has taken on a new place,
be expended upon the road leading
executed piece of engineering. If $361.58,
from Andover to Upton, and Lincoln Fuller of
and different meaning or changed the fully
the story had been published, in all its Upton la appointed Agent to expend the same,
location.
la required to give bond as the law directs
details, as fiction, the author would have and
How appropriate lue name mngaum;
And the balance of aald tax assessed against the
an abnormal imaginawith
been
credited
International Paper Company, amounting U
For it in the appointed government 0f
tion.
upon the Black Brook road
$50.00, be

So radically distinct are they that whoMiss Ida E. Littlehale of Gould Acad- soever would become a citizen of the
groat Republic, must be radically changemy called on friends here last week.
Mrs. Ida Connor and daughter left for ed, must be made every whit clean,
must shake the gathered dust of the
their home in Detroit, Deo. 23.
Ζ. T. Swan, wife and daughter Helen, world from his garments, leave his bagare visiting at Charles Swan's.
gage outside and enter empty handed.
It is a blessed thought that prohibition
Abbie Farnum has been clerking in H.
was engrafted into the constitution of
J. Libby's store during the holidays.
G. W. Q. Perham is planning to build this wonderful government in the very
He is beginning. There are no dram shops
a 110 foot barn another spring.
now getting out timber for that purpose. and no beer gardens in all Ita beautiful
William Howe is at Gorham working borders, and consequently it ia not the
state at all for dram drinkers and beer
for Coutour on the new depot.
suckers. No drunkard can inherit—can
Lovell.
We have seen drunkards of
outer in.
Mr. Henry G. Walker of this town all sorts, sizes and conditions; of all
died on Sunday, the 23d inst,fcged nearly grades and in all stages of mellowness;
70 years. He was born in Stow, moved but never yet have met with one who
to the Toll Bridge Distriot in Fryeburg had righteousness and peace and joy in
with his father's family when quite the Holy Spirit. To be sure we have
young, and from there to Lovell about seen them when they seomed to be feelthirty years ago. He was a successful ing pretty well, but it wasn't piety nor
farmer and bueiness man. He was for poace.
From observation and from a knowlmany years one of the selectmen of
Fryeburg and later of Lovell, treasurer edge of ourself there are many, too
of the school fund and of Delta Lodge of many, who wear the badge of citizenMasons, a trusteo of the Congregational ship, who are aliens from the Commonchurch and for six years one of the wealth and who obey the laws of the
county commissioners of Oxford County. realm where Self governs nearly or quite
He loaves a widow and two sons. The as well as those who have never worn
funeral was from his late residence the badge. Not all who preach, not all
Tuesday conducted by Rev. C. H. Shank who pray, are standing inside the
and attended by the members of Delta pearly gates of the "New Jerusalem that
Lodge, F. and A. M. The interment came down from God out of Heaven,"
for some who preach and some who pray
was at No. 4 Cemetery.
Miss Leola Noyes has gone to Norway have righteousness that does not exceed
for a few days and will go from there to the righteousness of the Scribes and
her studies at Tufts College.
Pharisees, and so they have not entered
Chester, the two-year-old eon of Mr. in and "in no case1' can enter.
The divine teacher sought to impress
and Mrs. Herman Holt, fell from a chair
a few days since and broke his arm.
npon the minds of his pupils the nature
0. C. Eastman aud wife of Fryeburg of his Kingdom, for they did not understand it and were long in learning.
are in town for a few days.
Married in Lovell, Dec. 24'h, by Rev. They had not fully emerged from the
C. II. Shank, Mr. Herbert E. McKeen of chill and the shadows of the old disLovell and Miss Clara E. S. Jackson of pensation. The flavor of the Mosaic
law still clung to them, and they knew
Stoneham.
not what "manner of spirit they were
East Brownfleld.
of."
Why is the kingdom of Heaven likenRev. Fred Wilson Day of Pittsfleld,
ed
to a seed? Evidently because there is
Vt., is vieiting bis mother, Mr«. A. J.
within it the principle of growth, the
Day.
Marion Johnson is spending the holi- germ of life. Why like leaven? Because
evidently there is within it tbe principlo
days in Boston.
of
Mrs. Zilphia Colby has gone to Massa- of expansion. The entire "loaf"
humanity has not yet arisen. That is a
chusetts for an indefinite time.
Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney and daughter proposition that will hardly be questionIsabel spent a few days here last week. ed. He who set it to rise is never hurThe many friends of Dr. W. G. Stick- ried, having eternity to work in. "The
of this wbrid shall become the
ney, formerly of this village, will be kingdoms
plnased to learn that he has been elect- kingdom of our Lord and His Christ."
The choir will please sing.
ed a member of the school board In

Academy.

and is in business in Van Buren. Mr.
one of the two Democrats who
managed to slip into Aroostook's delegation of 13 representatives. Oddly

i

m

locomotive.
no limit

a

to his vitality.
He regarded his stomach as
All he had to do
the firebox.
was to keep the firebox full.
He followed the Mississippi
Steamboat plan, and crowded

j

""

was

There was he thought,

j

SfUlMUyill

lie

agined

I,

students at the University of Maine, are
Ralph Lord of Porter and Hattie
at home on a vacation.
Quint of this place were married at the
Mr. Henry W. Merrill went to Port- Congregational parsonage Dec. 22.
land this week, and reports a very pleasErnest Hill has been appointed carrier
ant outing among friends and Pythian on the new R. P. D. route to East Frye-

£

For recreation you will now
listen to a «tory from heartquarters." Capt. Kexali., Adj.

{

visitors at Mr. Frank Poorer last week.
Samuel W. demons and Owen Dow, They are to live at Brownfield Center.

Mr. Daniel P. Pike is quite infirm with
threatened gangrene of the feet.
Mr. Arthur Cotton received a young
and promising daughter as a Christmas
resent; whether from a stork or Santa
laua, we have not learned.
Mr. Char lea Alexander, who has been
Ul with paralysis for months, is able to
•it up some.
Mr. Daniel W. Pierce is visited by his
daughter-in-law, Mr·. Allen M. Pleroe,
blister on his toe,whioh gradually be- and children from Massachusetts.
came worse, until gangrene set in, and it
was decided that nothing short of ampuNorth Stonefcam.
tation would avail. Dr. Gotdon of PortMrs. Lottie Luck and little niece, Fern
land, assisted by Dr. Tibbetts, performed Smith, from Bridgton, and Harriet Mothe operation.
Keen of Eaat Stoneham visited L. J.
Very disagreeable weather for Cbriat- Gammon and other friends in this place
maa.
Some people who celebrated got
last week.
"snow bound" and tb· stage was overJoan MoAUIster of West Lovell was at
turned the roads were so bad.
Wm. Gammon's recently.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Sawyer went to
Bast Saaaer.
Lovell Saturday to attend the marriage
Rev. W. D. Athearn of the Baptist of their daughter 111a to Herbert Mochurch was presented at Chriatmaa with Keen of that plaoe.
!a nioe pair of fur glove·, and Mrs. Dennis Adam· went to Norway Friday
after a load of goods for Xlden MoAUIs; Athearn a very pretty salad dish.
New lights nave bean pnt in the ter.
Wat. Adams' family had a Christmas
Baptist chnrch which add mnch to the
tree Saturday aifht.
afpearaaoe of the toom.

Company, Attention !"

M

J

Elbridge Edwards during the holiday Beverly, Mass., where be now resides.
season.
The W. C. T. U. held a meeting Dec.
Roy Edwards is at home from West- 22d. The
president, Mrs. Stickney, at·
brook.
Herbert Denning is at home from tended.
We had a typical Christmas with
Rumford Falls.
ground and trees covered with snow.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene L. Poo re were
Hiram.

brethren.

"

J

and dreary weeks away.
Christmas was a wild, blustering day,
The Greenwood correspondent is verj and the roads were so badly blocked that
fortunate in having wood and eggs to the idea of holding services at the church
sell at the present high prices, but he was abandoned.
should bear in mind that a large majority
Some are filling their ice bouses
of the families in Oxford County have though the ice is not very thick yet, beboth to buy, and have reasons for com- ing only about eight inches on the pond.
j
Rev. C. L. Snow of Norwich, Conn.,
plaining of hard times.
|
arrived here Christmas day and is the
Brownfield.

»ν·:

■

ninut

Christmas tree at town hall.
There le quite a lot of enow on the
ground and tine sleighing.
Harmon
Sadie Leavitt and Myrtle
have gone to California to spend the
winter.
Mr. Richards of Portland was at J. L.
Hrink's office.
Mr. W. Howe has gone to Boston.
Mrs. A. Blake is in very poor health.
George Rowe is some better.
Miss McKenney is working for Miss
Mary Weutworth.

&Γ.ιφΧ*

;

Monte^Kett I

Your
visit with relatives at Rumford Palls.
Mr. J. L Marshall and family were at
8 at Christmas.
Came fr0m Orot>°
tn
mother, Mrs. Locke, duriW
ing the holiday vacation. Mrs. H. S
day and Thursday.
°' Li8bon ,e aIso with
Howard Tyler was taken to the Central Locke
Maine General Hospital last week where
Mr. Leo R. Marstnn and ladv friend
he had a surgical operation for appendi- visited last week at Ora H.
citis and is reported as doing well.
of Lynn, Mass., spent
If Tuesday and Wednesday are to rule
W
relatives in this vlJanuary and February what a pity it is
we poor mortals cannot be transformed
into ground hogs, and sleep the lung
Bryant's Pond.

West Sumner.

hauliug wood

orthern Maine wooda.

± P. niLLETT,

,ΚΗ®'

sass1»·

daughter^.

Miss M. ▲. Ileald, teacher of the vilSquall and wind most of the time.
Secretary Taft is Secretary of War. lage school, made her scholars some very Not much doing but breaking roads, so
As a matter of exact information it is pretty presents. Her scholars presented news is searce.
Abe Polley, a junk peddler, has been
well to bear this in mind, for one who her with a beautiful vase.
There was a family Christmas tree at in town for a few days
follows him through his list of varied
gathering up old
activities in the government is apt to M. C. Barrows' Monday afternoon.
junk.

lose sight of the actual position which
he holds, tie is not only the Great Lidsitter, but General Pacificator and Regulator. Do our wards tbe Filipinos need
a few kindly words tempered with good
advice, Taft starts for the Philippines.
Do our relations with our ticklish near
neighbors in Panama need a little
smoothing, Taft boards a war vessel for
the isthmus. Do our semi-wards the
Cubans need a spanking, Taft goes to
Cuba. Do the Japanese—but it is to be
hoped that the secretary of war never
will need to be called upon in our relatione with Japan. Taft's latest great
job is to tackle the grave constitutional
questions involved in the control and
disposition of tbe great water power at
Niagara, on the international boundary.
Why this duty should fall upon the
secretary of war, rather than the attorney general or the secretary of etate, is
not apparent at the first glance.

n

Arthur W. Sterling of Waterville,
Crawford and daughter,
brakeman on a Maine Central freight
Zilpha Porter, visited her daughter, Mrs.
train, was instantly killed at Clinton
Page, at Stark, Ν. H.
struck by the
Mr. M. S. Bubier has bad a telephone Wednesday by being
locomotive of a passenger train. The
in
put recently.
on a siding for the passenger
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Walker of South freight was
and it is supposed that Sterling
Paris spent Christmas with her mothor, to pass,
got down from bis train to go to the
Mrs. Ernest Mason, and family.
and got too near the passing
As A. R. Tuell was coming from West iwitch,
train. He was 25 years old and unParis recently, his horse dropped dead
married.
in the road.
Another youngest member of the next
The Kingdom of Heaven.
legislature has been found. This time
We think that very many of those who it is Ouy St. Cyr of Van Buren who will
r«>ad the Bible skimmingly and lightly not pass his 22d birthday until a week
heather contest
thorn on my
Dr. Ο. K. Yates recently had a flatter- have received an erroneous idea of the after the legislature assembles. He Is a
to Au*uet» as one of the phrase that heads this article. There graduate of a business school in Bangor

Andt^tiTy'^reUn^faXlTer^n'd
A?U™e

passed

The Somerset Railway will endeavor

& secure a charter from the législature
lis winter to extend its line from its
to
Ρ resect terminus on Moosehead Lake,
This extension if built
" ιβ Canada line.
* 111 ran through a section of the great

Sleighs!
Sleighs!
Sleighs!

Misa Nellie Crocker of Guilford, aged
suit
2 J, has been formally arrested on a warLarge stock, and a variety to
r tot charging her with morder for the
and
* II tastes
tiling on October 22 of her newly born
c bild, whose throat waa cut with scie- ^ ook.
a )rs.
She will be taken to Dover and
ompanist.
and now is the
Nice
Monday evening the Universalis βο· a rraigned in the municipal court.
a
short
also
had
and
me
to
1ϋβ
served
ti
<
,
^
supper
Ï?ÏÏ·®· iety
The coming year bids fair to be a
( ihrletm», exercise,
or mai programme before the distribuone for railroad building in Maine,
thn presents. The Congre- I reat
ion
of
1
1 rbat with the
projected extension of
' Rationalist society also served a supper
Aroostook 145 miles I
and
lie
t
Bangor
School
<"·"·«».
ο the members of the Sunday
'
°°Γ Tue"·
f rora Seboeis Lake north to the Canadian
were
trees
The
ι md parish.
prettily ne and the extension of the Somerset
1
dialogue, On the Way to Jun·.
lecorateri and the distribution of près·
South Paris, Maine.
' rom M oosehead to the same boundary.
*""·r·
mts was much enjoyed.
Walter Waterbouse, a Portland teamTuesday evening the M. E. Sabbatb
MTATB or MAINE.
A Christmas Poem,
I j ichool and members of the parish enjoy- , tur, was struck by an electric car runtoclutlon, Δ Welcome to Santa Clan·,
xrOBO. as:
!
Arthur Flavin. d a concert and the fruit of the Christ· ,
evenPortland
to
Saco
from
Commissioner·, December sesPriday
of
ourt
County
£
iing
within and for
from
sion, A. D. 1906, bel<l at Paris,
following this a nice apeech waa made < nas trees.
ag, and later died in the hospital
of Oxford, on the last Tuesday
aalil
the
County
λ the children by Mr. Samuel Evans,
Saturday week, Dr. Seth Gordon was ) lis injuries. When struck be waa lying of December, A. D. 1908, being the SSth day of
jastor of the Pree Baptist Society, who ι η Bethel and with Dr. Tibbetts went to | α the ditch with one leg extended across
•aid month.
vas costumed as Santa Claus, and assistiewry and amputated the leg of Mr. ( he rail. He was 50 years old and leaves r ρ HE County Commissioners for the County
a
been
great , » wife.
to distribute the gifts from the tree. Stephen Foster, who has
I of Oxford. In the month of September, A. D.
Λβ, aa provided by Law, made actual Inspection
Hie evening passed off very pleasantly iufferer.
for
of
A sad feature of the burning
f the County road· duly located and open
and
ind many of the little ones received
Tuesday there were several home
Crommett's buildings in Aticin- t ravel lying in unincorporated townships
ieorge
in
the
trees.
said
In
and
Christmas
for
their
mentioned
part
[atherings
nany compliments
racta of land hereinafter
■ on was the fact that Mrs. E. L. Ham- t
the con·
Walter Chandler's sons, Harold and
iounty, for the purpo ie of aaceit lining
programme. The tree was very bandamoont
1 nond should have to sit helpless in her
itlon of aald roads and estimating the
lomeι and was given by E. L. Porter who
Francis, came up from Norway to spend < hair near
of ( qpded to put the same iu repair so aa to be safe
destruction
the
see
and
by
The , Jhristmax with their grandparents, Mr.
U
and
travel
appearjut it on his farm on High Street.
for
;
ml
convenient
public
< he home to which she was carried on
said roads were not
:burch was decorated with red bells, and , ind Mrs. F. S. Chandler.
ng on said Inspection that
for
convenient
ox sled in her mother's arms when
>
in
and
not
safe
and
a
good repair
The academy will re-open Monday.
the evergreen letters, "Merry Christmas"
1 >ut six weeks old. That was nearly 90 mrposes of public travel and that a tax should
Miss Helen Blsbee, teacher in elocu·
Jn the wall at the back of the house, and
on said lands for the repair of said
assessed
«
rears ago.
lion in Parsonsfleld Seminary, is spend· !
oads therein ; they do therefore on the 36th day
» pretty, bouquet of holly on the organ.
A. D. 1906, adjudge and order that
The three pastors were each remembered ng the holidays with her mother.
The full board of railroad commis- < >f December, sums be
assessed and the same are
he following
of , iloners on
sum
a
Donald
with
and
Mrs.
the
Mr.
Chapman
their
petition lereby assessed upon the following land* la un·
Thursday granted
by
respective parishes
here·
at money. Miss Jennie M. Brown, who South Paris are boarding with Mrs. Η. >f the Bangor and Aroostook Railroad ι acorporated townships and tracta of land
of the [I. Bean while Mr. Chapman substitutes or a location of a branch line through ι nafter mentioned, for the purpose of repairing
resigned as superintendent
them during the year
through
he
roads
passing
Universalist Sunday School, was pleased 'or Mr. C. E. Valentine on the R. F. D. ;be middle of the great northern Maine 907, to wit:
from the school of
Quantities of pressed hay are being woods to St Prancia on the Canada line. r ΛΝ Andover West Surplus, for the purpose of
aj r®roen,brance
«
t five dollar gold piece.
This road, which It Is expected will be ι J repairing that part of the County road leadihipped on the G. T. R.
to Upton which lies
W. Berry is visiting her
Harry Purington is home from Bow- îuilt soon, will open up a great section | ng from Andover Corner
*'?· G*>·
the sum of seventy-seven dollars
)f Maine now almost inacceasible to I η said Surplus
daughter, Mrs. Carsley, at Parmington. join for the Christmas recess.
follows :
as
tnd fifty cents Is assessed
bhe went specially to see her grandumbering and manufacturing intereats.
North Paris.
wh0 "

The W. C. T. U. will hold its
afternoon meeting Thursday of this
week with Mrs. C. Howard Lane.
Hill and family spent
Mrs. P. Π
Mre. Gammon of Mechanic Falls, are I Christmas with relatives at Greenwood.
A. R. Tuell, the mail carrier between
visiting Mrs. I. W. Shaw^
here and North Paris, had the misfortune
to lose a horse last Thursday. The aniWest Bethel.
6ad WheD ab°Ut ba,f way
"The turleee night, the junto·» ,ΐΛ?·
Creep elowly round a Mrfd *one.
Where bluaierlng enowe §wlrl every w*y.
Rev. Isabellas. Macduff went to South
And starving w:nde bite brawn and bone.
Paris last Thursday, being called there
"tiood-bye.klnd yeir, we walk no more together.
th8Jud«eein the prize medal

lot of stirring Christmas day
for all of the storm. Arthur Dean and
wife and Henry Dean and lady spent
Christmas w'th tbeir parents, Mr. and
Nettie Mason and
Mrs. E. A Pein.
friend called on Mrs. Mary Howe and
family. Geo. Tubbs and family spent
the evening with Quin Allen's family.
They bought their graphophone and
eome .prays, and wear
violin along, and a very good time was
heart."
enjoyed by all.
Happy New Year.
Louis Howe has been quite sick but is
Snow cannot always fall.
some better uow.
Better stick to old habits thau to swear
Joe Ellingwood's horse ia on the gain,
off and take up something worse.
in
bis
throat.
with
an
abscess
sick
being
A wild western blizzard struck town
August Kanahan has got done working
for Elroy Dean, where he has been for Sunday morning, and continued over
almost four years, and Arthur Dean of Christmas.
Dorothy, youngeat daughter of Mrs.
South Paris is to take his place and is
G D. Morrill, was taken to a hospital
moving his goods.
Wednesday to be treated for appendidree η wood.
01
Webster E. Walker and wife of RumTho snow storm on Christmas day,
the worst for the season as yet, was ford Falls were In town Saturday and
and visited his brother Horace
really unfortunate for those who had Sunday,
made preparations for it and were ex- E. Walker in Mason.
Our highways were almost impassable
pecting a good time. Had the weather
been favorable probably a dozen teams for teams on Christmas day, but road
breakers were out in full force Wednesthe
here
would have

Quite

(

4

j gags-»»»».
Ktsasss. """"""Sfe

All present were redistributed.
membered. Tho pastor and his wife
were

The Maine legislature meets Wednead ly of this week.

ui??»,ee?n?,ed

eveSing,

we

Main Newa NotM.

Null W« Tss Tssr Hldit
The average Block Baiser hardly realises the
vsloe of cow, steer sad horse hides when oooverted Into tar costs, robes and rags. Get the
new Illustrated catalog of the Crosby Frisian Fur
Co., Rochester, Ν. T. It will be a revelation to

tbe gain.
The Christmas tree at Odd Fellows'
Hall Tuesday evening was pretty well!
loaded with presents, and the singing by yon. And "Crosby pays the freight."
tbe choir was very nice and a good time
ts lissk la Sew IkM
was had by all.
Always use Allen's Foot-Base, a powder. It preMr. Maynard Wentworth la io charge vents
Tightness and Blisters, ewes Swollen,
of the mill of Mr. Nathan Sanborn at Sweating, Aching «set At all druggists and
the Sanaa plaoe.

expended
'·
and Burt Dunn of Andover North Surplus
agent to expend the aame, and
appointed
One result of this affair, probably not required to give bond as the law direct·.
anticipated by the central figure—the
for the purpose of
Township Letter "C"
buried miner—during his long underthe Black Brook road, so called,
repairing
(n said township, and also the "Carry
ground vacation, is that be has bad lying
Roau", so called, whlcn lie· In said township,
numerous offers to go into museums, on
the sum of four hundred and ten dollars and
the stage, eto., and is in a fair way to seventy-five cents Is assessed as follow· :
earn more money in the next few months
than he ever dreamed of. It is to be
ο
«Γ
εΕ
hoped that sudden prosperity won't turn
<
§
bis head.
®
►
?
jp
>
δ
χ
ο

ON

ί

1

Mrs. James Ο. Blaine got a divorce in
South Dakota court the other day. The
report of the hearing «aye that the case
began at 7 o'clock and at 8 o'clock the

λ

divorce had been granted and lira. Blaine
had taken ft train for the East. It is

added that this breaks the record for
time consumed in a South Dakotft diDon't know whether it
vorce hearing.
means that that is the
longest time ever
consumed in a South Dakota hearing,
of
shortness
▲s for
time, this state can
give South Dakota points. Call the case
of the average Maine libelant twenty
minutes before train time, and she may
feel reasonably assured of getting home
that

night.

THE RIGHT NAME.

Mr. August Sherpe, the
of the poor, at Fort

seer

popular overMadison, la.,

eays: "Dr. King's New Life Pills are
rightly named; tbey act more agreeably,
do more good and make one feel better

than any other laxative." Guaranteed
to cure biliousness and constipation.
25o. at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s drug store.
lu.i'C fll'l·

.lOUMOU.

The epitaph, "O liare Beu Jonson."
enii"!Yc I 0:1 the tablet marking the
burial place of the celebrated playwright Ji: the "poets' corner." Westminster abbey, Is said to have orig-

inated with .lack Young (afterward
knighted), who, "walking there when
the grave '.vas covering, gave the fel-

Dr. Brewlow IS jKîioe to cut it."
er in Ills "l'hr.tse wind Fable" s?ays
"Uure
Jonson
called
.Shaki-tpe.irf
Beu," but doe·! not say where. According to Charniers' "Book of Days,"
the phrase formed the concluding
wonls of the verses writteu and displayed In the nlubrooin of Ben's clique
at the famous Mermaid tnvern. The
epithet "Itaiv Ben Jonson" is said to
have been ilrsf· uttered after the appearance of his h\'lily successful farce,
"Bartholomew Fair." The epitaph has
been copied once at least. When Sir
William Daveuant was Interred In
Westminster abltey the inscription on
his covering stone was "O Itare Sir
William Davennr.t"

Deception of Wild Bird*.
Falcons—hawks, the lurgest species—
can compress their features and look
very lliiu if they think It necessary to
do so. As to the owls, they can bump
hit-j any position they thluk most suitable
It Is useless to look for these
nclf prewrvlng traits lu any of the
family kept in zoological collections,
for the birds are so accustomed to see
large numbers of people passing and
repassing or standing in front of them
that they treat the whole matter with
perfect Indifference. They know that
at η certain time their food will be
brought to the:n and that they are
otherwise perfectly aafe. Tbe rapture·
In a wild state bave a bloom on their
plumage, like the bloom on a bunch of
grapes, which is not so often seen
when In captivity.
A Train For

Trier.

During Mr. Tyler's Incumbency of
tbe presidential office he arranged to
make an excursion in some direction

and sent his son Bob to arrange for ft
special train. It happened that the
railroad superintendent was a strong
Whig. As such be bad no favors to
bestow on the president and informed
Bob that his road did not run any
special trains for tbe president
"What!" said Bob. "Did yon not furnish a spécial train for the funeral
of President Harrison Γ
"Yes," sftld
the superintendent, "and If you'll
bring your fatber In that condition yon
shall here tbe beet train on the mi"
ι

Water Power Co, of
Lcwiston, dam, lot and build200 $7000 $104 50
Inge,
T. if. Coo, one-third, David PinUnion

(Tree, Ann Maria Wheatland
and Anna P. I'embody, twothird· of remainder or Mid

opportunity

Δη

township except public lot·, 19600 19600 802 26

Cloaks,

save money on

$410 76
hereby ordered that the tax assesed
agalnit « lie Union Water Power Co ($IMJ0) be
expended on the Mack Brook Itoadln said town•hip, and Burt Dunn of Andorer North Surplus
I» appointed A Rent to expend the aamc and la
required to give bond.
The tax a-seised against Coo et ale, ($303.26) to
be expended on the Carry Road In «aid town
•hip, and Malcolm Mclnnls of floxburv 1· ap
tinted Agent, and la required to give bond aa
e law require·.
It la

to

Suits, Bain Coats and
lots

of goods
which we want to
close before taking inventory of stock.
odd

Κ

"C" Surplua, for the purpose of repairing
County roa I leading from
a* lie· In said Surplua, the
•am of fifty dollar· la assessed as follows :
Upon the entire tract, supposed to contain nine
thousand, three hundred acre·, exclusive of
and owned one-third by T. U. Coo of
public lots,
Bangor, and two-third· by David Plngree, Ann
Maria Wheatland and Anna P. Peabody,
the sum of fifty dollars; and Bennett Morse
of Upton Is appointed Agent to expend the
same and la required to give bond aa the law
direct·.
Fryeburg Academy Grant, for the purpose
of repairing the only County road therein,
the sum of thirty-eight dollars and eighty-seven
much of the
ON
Andover to L'pton
m>

THOMAS SMILEY.

M \IME.

NORWAY,

ON

cents Is assessed

!

as

follows

:

I

F.

I

I

Leforest Connor, lot 3, R. 7, A
E. 1-2 of 4, R. 7,
175$<f)$300
Allison Brown, W. l-2of 4,11.7,
600
3 00
100
AN. Ε 1-4 of 6. R 7,
Μ. A. A E. 8. 8towell, 3. E. 12
B.
15
of
δ,
of». B.7, A"». W.
500
1 60
100
7, A 1-1 of β. R. 7,
Est. A. 8. Keen, lots 1 A 2 In R.
5, and ρirts of lots 3,4,6 A 6,
Β 5, 4 A 9, Β. β. and 4, B. 8,
and Ν. E. 1-4 1, B. 6, and lot 7
IV»
17 60
in B.7, and part of 6 In B. 7, 726
C. 8. Edwards Est., lots 8 A 9,
2 00
400
176
R. ft,
and Hastlnga
Ell Peabody
600
2 50
Brothers, lots 1,9 A3. Β. β, 1M
C. E. Valentine, N. W. 1-4 lot 6,
87
1»
176
B. 7,
200
1 00
Balph W. Bean, Iota 2 A 3, R. 6,200
60
26
R.
10
lot
1,
Fred L. Edwards,
7,
60
26
D. A.Karwell.N. W. 1-41.R.6, 26
Frank Farwell Eat., 8. W. 1-4 1,
60
26
26
R.6,
60
25
AdaL·. Farwell, 8. E. 1-41, R 6, 26
John W. Bennett, N. W. 1-4 4,
β
100
R. 7,
Alllaon Brown, A. W. Stiles
150
900
75
lota,
100
400
9 00
Henry Stiles, homestead,
Mrs. C. L. Abbott, part lot 1,
60
15
100
R. 4.
Mrs. C. F. Brown, part lot 1,
30
60
95
R. 4,
60
26
Fletcher I. Bean, part lot 1, B. 4, 10
60
26
W.C.Bennett, part meadow lot, 5
200
100
100
Boacoe F. Cross, lot 6, B. 6,

$34 87
And Alllaon Brown of Fryeburg Academy
Grant la appointed Agent to aupenntend the
expenditure of the same and la required to give
bond

aa

A.

i
I
!

HnVRTLEFF

A.

V.

CO.

ON

start the New

Year right you will need

Geo. WL. Blanchard. Was. Ma1000
son 9» 6,7, 8 A 9, R.1,
Bam· owners, balance of township draining into the Androscoggin river north of Berlin
2630
B
100
rroe Estes, 19 lot 9, R. 13,

$9000 $7 00

FatSTw.

6000
100

Demerltt A Hall, for Ingalla
400
g-0
homestead,
Eetof Alooxo F1fleld,bomes'd,800 1000
900
360
i. A Twaddell,
MUman N. Littlehale, bomee'd, 100 1000
76
rred Gorman. W.l-4 lot9,B. 8, 60
60
900
li. F. Littlehale, homestead,
900
Wm. C. Chapman, lot 1, B. 16, 900
$00
100
ïeth Walker, loti, B.9,
Hastings Brothers, lot 9, R. 16,
900
976
and hi lot 9, B. 13,
International Paper Co., bal. of
township except public loto, U045 18046

1

70

70

70
96
66 90

$104 79
And Sttllman N. Littlehale of Rlter Plantattoo

appointed Agent to superintend W
of aald tax and la required to give
Jm law directs.
And
it la
or*ordered that aald
Iirr hereby
M published aa toe law requires.
is
are

J

expendl

bond m

Gouty Coon's

^of the

Gouty

of

Oxford.

4~"®383Γ».ιππ«λ».»λ

J

ones

for desk

use.

F. A. SH U RTLEFF & CO.

ι

p.

r. a. iHTRTLErr * co.

βπγβϊχεγγ * co.

a.

____

rhe Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company
all

ready

for the

holidays with
things consisting

KINDS

ALL

-

OF

a

full line of useful

of

-

FOOTWEAR

also

36

IN
1 91
160
96

an

All of the above, as well as a fine line of stationery for both
business and social correspondence you will find
AT THE PHARMACIES OF

17 60
910

CO.

and may want to refer to later.

1 Aooount Books :
*
Small sizes for the pocket or larger
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be mailed to aay
payments for the difference If desired. Illustrated catalog *111
address on request

W. J. WHEELER

Large Stock of Pianos and Organs Always
Billings' Block

lengths in all departments.

ΚΓλΐ

day

Our store will be closed all
FRIDAY, JAN. 4th, 1907.
quickly

complete

Jan'y 5th

there,
j

Î

we

TWENTY DOLLARS FOB TWO.

A SHARPLES TUBULAR
will save that cream—xt"p'that loss—and put
that much ahead. Come and see the Tubular,
.et me explain how and why it's the cleanest
skimming, lightest running, most durable and
easiest handled cieam separator made. The TubI'll be pleased to take it all
ular is very simple.

will be pleased to {ou

see

you all.

S. B. & Z. S. Prince.
NORWAY, MAINE.

I

J
Lovejoy'

case;!

]

apart and show you.

Fitzezy Shoes
shape
just
linings

Manager Oxford County Creamery.

SALE

FITZEZY SHOES
they

They

Price 82.SO.

(There
ft',

J. F. PLUMMER,

niLLINERY.

—

,T

ï*ro7W

3r.h?
ΏΓ' *^ο

FurnUhêr,

Partridge

You can secure Great Bargains in MilliWe wish to close
nery at Mrs. E. A. Howe's.
out all of our winter stock at the lowest price

possible.

Ostrich

Call and

MRS.

îh"

delightful

pointed by

E.

A.

Tips,

HOWE,

$1.00.

OF

ODDS and ENDS
of our Crockery, China and
Glassware stock at 50 cts.
on the dollar.
Many useful articles at one-half the
regular price. Sale to continue two weeks.

N. Dayton Bolster & Co.,
39 MARKET

SOUTH:

SQUARE],

MAINE.

PARIS,

UNDERWEAR.

Π EN'S

capable

heavy weight
enough
glove

l|

T. M. DAVIS, South Paris, Maine.

For Women

J" M4C,,,U®
lorn»ΐ
η^κ

Easy Terms
South Paris, Mala·

Hand.

Ton would not trade twenty dollars worth of
Vet I can
butter for two dollars worth of veal.
name bright farmers, right in thin neighborhood
who feed young stock butter fat worth 25 to 35
cents · pound, when meal would be just .is good
for them. If you feed whole milk, or milk set and
skimmed by hand, you pay at least ten times loo
much to produce two dollar* worth of pork or
veal. Gentlemen, that don't pay.

Sincerely

TbeTw!.^'«

on

Look for bargains in short

α

I ίΐ°

|

Tenney,

I

in cotton and wool for

grades and weights
men and boys.

All

Λ

Heavy

fleece lined underwear

50c· eac^

for men,

Other grades fleece lined underwear,
75c. and $1

rib underwear, all wool,
in gray and blue,
$'·5°

Jersey

White lamb's wool underwear,

single or double breasted, $1.50

Camel's hair underwear s'ngle
or double breasted,

Extra

fleece lined underwear,

Hoys'

$r

Boys'

and

$1.50

25c. each

all sizes,

Hi

made,

heavy
All

extra

underwear,

Medlicott underbest grade

wool,
heavy

$2-5°

fleece lined

50c.

One Price

I-

Clothier,

Bells!!!

Bells!!

Bells!
My

wear.

line of bells is

even

larger

than last

season.

I

am

selling the shaft chimes for 50c., 85c., 90c , $1, $1.60,
are $1.50, $1.75 and
$1.75 and $2.50. The body bellsthe
horse's back and I
bells go on
Swedish
The
$2.50.
The team bells a»e eight
sell them at $1 and $1.50.
of me
sizes and prices from 15c. to $1. Buy your bells
and

save

money.

JAMES N. FAVOR, 5Μ%«,ϋοα"
Malno.
OX Main St,,

Norway,

Food don't digest? Because the stomach lack· some one of the essential dlgestants or the digestive jdloes are not
properly balanced. Then, too, it U thia
undigested food that causes sourness and
ρ «tarai indigestion. Kodol For Indigestion should be used for relief. KodoT is
It digests
a solution of vegetable acids.
what jou eat, and oorrects the deficiencies of the digestion. Kodol conforms
to the National Pure Food and Drug
Law. Sold by F. ▲. Shurtleff & Go.

HOMEHÂEERS' COLUMN.

IF MOTHERS ONLY KNEW

Correspondence on topic· of Interest to the

Utdle·

toltclteri. Addre··: Editor Hokdukui'
Colchm, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Perl·, Me

1·

Whfi children are cross». Irritable and peevish it doe· not tig·
nit'y that they hare had temper· ; it «hows that there U Maething wrong with the child which it is not able to expiai·, and which th·
mother—If She Only Knew—could easily and quickly cure. Mother·,
study your child's symptoms ; if cross, peevish, nervous, grits the teeth,
wets' the bed. picks the nose, has variable appetite or bowels, suffers with
wind-colic or headache, is irritable and restless, has furred tongue or offes·
sive breath, you may be sure that child is troubled with toonar. which cans·
nearly all the ills of childhood.
Don't delav—disease comes suddenly—a few doses of the woadefftU
old-time remedy—

The

Professional Packer.

Several patented trunks have called
384—Addition·.
into being a comparatively new and
L Add a letter to a verb meaning to
lucrative vocation for women—that of
bow tbe bead quickly and make the
professional trunk packer.
both
point of a stem at which a leaf is decities
The hotels in
Κ-

large

employ

men and women as packers, the men
2. Add β letter to a fish and make waiting on the traveling salesmen with
their sample trunks. But it Is not only
laws arranged In an orderly manner.
at the large hotels that trunk packers
The large
are employed
regularly.
No. S8S.—Geographical Pwimle.
traveling contingency among women of
wealth very frequently employ the
service· of a packer.
This occupation is regarded with great
favor, as it is not only well paid for, but
will give your children that vigorous health
after the main points about packing are
which is so important to their future happiness.
Dr. Τ rue's Elixir expels the weraia, if there
mastered the work is pleasant and easy.
are any—if not it acts as a gentle laxative and
The clever woman who can satisfactonic. It cleans out all waste matter from the
stomach and bowels, tones and strengthens
torily supply this much-needed service
as
of
adults
well
the entire system
will bave more trunks to pack in the
Dr. True's Elixir is a
as children.
summer time than she can manage, and
safe, pure, vegetable tonic and has
she
may be in need of an assistant. If
been the standard household remedy for «ftjr-βν» long y·«rsyou aspire to a position In a hotel, it
SoIil by all druggists, 35c., 50c., Jl.on.
will be well to add to the ability to pack
Write for free book, "Children and
■tome knowledge of the duties of a maid,
their Diseases."
for many times women who are acDR. J. F. TRUE & CO., Aatorn, Mi
customed to the services of a maid are
tcormt.
not accompanied by one, and will gladly
Sprctai treatment/or tapt
pay for the attention required.
How best to acquire proficiency in this
work, and how to obtain patronage, are
two important questions very much to
tbe point. The novice should seek a
place as assistant to a professional trunk
packer who is already established in a
large hotel. Here she will quickly aoquire proficiency if she possesses any
qualifications for this kind of work;
and in rendering satisfactory service
she will become known, and by easy
stages advance to a more remunerative
References
and responsible position.
are always required as to proficicncv and
honesty of character to obtain one of
as the employer must
A city and a lake of the United these positions,
be able to place absolute trust and conStates are suggested by tbe pictures.—
fidence in the person who packs his
New York Tribune.
trunks.
Great innovations in the construction
No. 3NO.—Hurled Word S<inare.
of trunks have been made in recent
1. When the prizes were awarded years to meet tbe demands of modern
Packing is simplified
Chester sulked because he had failed, convenience.
when several trunks are used for the
but Ell only laughed.
same quantity of belongings that former
2. This morning I slept later than
ly went into one huge trunk.
usual.
There are hat trunks that are made
3. The children suug a carol Galeu about the size of a
big bat-box. Tbe
hnd taught them.
bottom and lid and oach of the sides are
4. David gave Auue a ruler with a fitted with a frame to which a hat is adjusted by a hatpin in the same manner
pencil nhurj>eiier at one end.
These
as when worn on the head.
frames may be removed from the trunk
Removal·.
No.
used as an ordinary
1. Remove two letters from to show and the empty box
trunk where a small one is required for
and bave true.
a
few days' visit when the suit case
2. Remove two letters from an elewould not suffice.
phant's tusk and have a vine.
One of tbe newest conveniences—a
skirt trunk—will be the delight of every
Ko. SSS.—Du able Aero* tic.
woman's heart. This is forty-four inches
When the words descrll>ed are right long, thus admitting of the skirts being
ly guessed and jiluced one below an placed in tbe trunk full length. The inother the initials and finals will spell Hide is provided with a series of trays,
about five or six in number, of the usual
the name of a great country.
depth of four inches. Into these tbe
1. Modes of using or treatlug.
skirts are packed and light weight ones
2. A writer of novels.
that are particularly fluffy may thus be
tha
5. A geuus of birds Including
placed together in one tray and rendered
chattering fly catcher.
safe from crumpling and creasing. If
4. A rushing stream.
the trays are not all required for skirts,
5. An exegetlst.
they can be used to advantage for shirtwaists. If need be, the trunk after the
β. Points out the way.
trays are taken out may be stood on end
and used for a wardrobe or closet. This
λ ο. 3S0-—Look» to Pick.
will also economize space if your room is
Conic try your skill, and you will see
not as large as you would like to have it,
If to these leeks you've found a l.?y.
which is frequently the case in even the
L As u Jewish money lover
This one's noted the world over.
1 If locked In this you're locked Indeed,
The average woman who merely does
And only by the law you're freed.
her owd trunk packing declares that the
Is
a
foe;
1 This to concession
work is tiresome and back-breaking.
It's ctrtuln never to let ko.
But the professional, having reduced the
1 With truth, of this It might be said
work to an exact ecience, has also in a
You'll always And It at the heaà.
measure acquired the knack of making
6. This Is one that depends for fam*>
the work easy. Among other simplifiOn a great philosophers name.
& For position this lock depends
cations, she does not bend or stoop over
On some of our four footed friends.
but, instead, elevates the trunk on chairs
or foutrests before beginning the work.
Mo. 8IIU.—Definition·.
There are many new and commodious
LDULËKE P-To preface.
trunks, but nine out of ten women pre2. 8 I Ε C It Ρ Ε—Overulce.
paring for a summer outing, who will
need the eervices of a trunk packer, ex3. D Ε L U Ε Κ Ρ C—To prevent.
and into this
4. 8 I U Ο Κ C Ε Ρ—Of great value. pect to take but one trunk
from shoes, hats and
5. C Α Ν Y I Ρ L-Easiness to b« goes everything,
coats to fluffy gowns; and of course
bent
especial skill is required to pack a trunk
of this kind, if tbe contents are to arrive
lie Knew.
at their destination in good order.
The master had been engaged In
The professional packer can get twice
the
three
king as many things into the eame space as
telling his pupils about
douis of nature—the animal, the veg one who does not have a knowledge of
etable and the mineral. When he had this work. To do this systematically,
one must know that the heavier articles
finished he asked:
of dress, as well as the larger garments,
"Now, who can tell me what th« should be
placed in the bottom of tbe
highest fori* of animal life Is?"
with books and articles
trunk,
together
raised
seat
A little lad In the front
of irregular shape that have weight.
his hand.
A wrap is folded along the lines it
"The highest form of animal life It would naturally take when worn, falling
from the shoulders, and with these folds
a giraffe."—Chums.
it is carefully spread out.
Hook the heaviest of skirts at the
All Bald.
fall In natural folds,
"Whew!
What, Lottie Brewu en- waist band and let it
then lay in the trunk with the bottom
I've
what
Thut
always end of the skirt
proves
gaged!
touching the sides of
said, that no matter how plain and tbe trunk. This necessitates a fold in
albe
there's
bad tempere.l a girl may
the skirt, but a crease that is horizontal
ways a fool ready to marry her. Who's when the skirt is afterward hung in the
closet will disappear more quickly than
the poor man?"
lines that are vertical, by reason of the
"I am."—Life.
fact that the weight of the skirt when it
is hung will remove the crease above the
Key to the 1'auler.
Pack skirts all together in this
No. 876.
Exceptions: Penguin. 1. hem.
manner, reversing them with the waistdram.
8.
2.
hoes.
Dream,
Hopes,
band of one laid at the bottom of the
Tones, toes. 4. Legal, leal. δ. House, next one, and so on, alternating, until all
roue. tt. Maize, maze. 7. Pines, pies.
aro packed.
NO. 877.—'Thanksgiving All the Year.
This gives an even distribution of bulk
Altogether, weather. Will, hill. Roars, and preserves the level surface. Trains
should be folded back from tbe point at
doors.
the front
No. 878.—Charade: Con, cent, rate- which tbey become longer than
and sides, before the Recond fold over.
Concentrate.
In some cases it is best to fold tbe skirt
or TIMBER LOT, or any other
No. 379.—Double Acrostic: InltlalsIf you want to SELL your FARM, WOOD
over at tbe top.
1.
Third row
Wliittier.
McKlnley.
Next in order comes the underclothState of Maine, or want to BUY any
kind of REAL ESTATE, situated within the
Woman. 2. Hacks. 3. Inker. 4. Trips. ing, with petticoats at full length and
the
It
co«ta
nothing.
buyer
fill
can
I
your requirement*.
kind of REAL ESTATE,
shirt waiste in their natural folds.
6. Tints. & Inlet. 7. Elect. 8. Royal.
I can save you money.
No. 3S0.
Preparing the fine waists is always imSoug Title: Loving For
It cost· the seller nothing unless I sell your property.
if they are to keep their shape
portant,
Age.
Write or telephone me and I will give you full particulars.
nicely and not show signs of creasing.
No. 381.—A Cube:
Several quires of soft tissue paper will
be needed; for it is owing more to the
lHOTABLSS
generous and skillful use of this that the
V
Ρ
IK
crlspness and freshness of pretty gowns
II
w
V
are due, after a long journey, than to any
Ojcford, Maine.
other precaution.
S
ΙΟ Ν β
5 S U A
Β
With the tissue paper crushed into
I
Ο
Η
Ο
soft wads, stuff the sleeves in shape and
D
U
*
U
fill out the waist as well, shaping it to
tit the compartment in which it is to lie.
τ
IIK0LUOK4
Another use for the tissue paper is
Β
Α
IT
among frills, pie «tings and jet trimmings,
ΚΑ
Ν
I
to prevent the latter from rubbing together or marring tbe delicate fabric it
7KBTIVAL8
I-Sfe
Iaiu
Parold Lasts
If there be a lower tray, place
trim*
No. 882.—Triangle: 1. Cedar. 2. Ebon. thene waiste in it. Tbo top tray should
mm· it is made o( the leaf/alf—made In oar owe
one lot of I'aroid; open it; inmanufacturer·
bittblLshed
in
other
mill· ^i
1817);
buy
3. Don. 4. An. 5. It.
be used for toilet articles, writing maspect it; apply it to your roof,
their felt out» id· aad simply saturate and ooat It.
No. 383.—Reversais: 1. Gulp, plug. terials, reading matter, and the host of
and if then you are not satisfied
because it is maked (not dipped) in a sat uraUcg
small dress accessories.
that you have the brtt ready routing
compound which make· it water proof in every fibre.
2. Eton, note. 3. Dine, Enid.
Bacauae it is coated on both side· with the*trono**t,
made, «end us your name and adIn packing bottles great care shonld
thU-Jerit, amoofAeaf, toutftictt, most flexible eoating
Jrejs, and we will iend you a check
be tiken. rover the corks to prevent
TUE
DISTURBED
CONGREGATION
used
on any ready rooflng. Don't take oar word alone
inthe
of
for the full cost
rooting
After fitting them tightly into
for It. Compare Paroid with o»y other. You can see
The
who disturbed the congre- leaking.
cluding the coat uf applying it.
doea not λbreak or
Paroid doe·
and feel the difference. Parold
person
the bottle, draw an old kid glove finger
last
crack in the coldest weather or run in hot weather.
continually
Suwlty
by
cough- over the top, fastening It securely; or
gation
Bacauae it ta aoolied with our oatented aauare,
ing is requested to buv a bottle of
cloths or
the bottles in wash
rust-proof cape—water proofeu on both «id an the only cap· that will not rurt, work looae
Foley's Honey and Tar. F. A. Shurtleff wrap of underwear that will not be
mid csu8# leaks·
pieces
Λ Co.
These are some of the reaanns why we can (fir· Paroid ao strong a guaranty—why it last·
materially injured if the bottle should
so long—why it isaolargely used by the U. S. Uot'l, railways, factories and farmersererywbere.
leak or get crushed. Always find a
AU w· ask is that you try if, on our money-hack guaranty.
"So your servant girl has left you
If your dealer cannot supply you, don't take a substitute but send for impie· aad price·.
place for these bottles removed from I
again," said Mrs. Naybor.
Another practical
hard surface.
BUILDING PLANS FREE
any
"Yes," replied Mrs. Subbubs.
way of packing bottles and breakable
plan· for Practical Farm Buildings. Better do it at ooee.

veloped.

DR. TRUE'S
ELIXIR

Are

Still

You

Your

Writing

by Hand?

Bills

PSHAW!
DONT YOU KNOW

THAT

ON

THE

Underwood

Typewriter

"BILLING IS AS EASY AS

CORRESPONDENCE"?

Ask

us

to show you

Underwood Typewriter Co.,

76

Exchange

Street, Portland, Maine.

—

REAL ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLD

I

—

—

HAZHN'S FARM AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY,
The

PowniH

*ill Ultl

Rooflng With

Money-back

""""""r

Roofing

Longest

BUY

S. P. MAXIM & SON, Agents, South Paris, fie.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any

quantity desired.

CAR LOAD LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
ZjXMT AJJ13

Always

aomffAM.

3ΝΓ.

Remember the M Name

I axative Rromo

Quinine

Cura a Cold m One Day, Grip in Ttoo.

"What

was

the matter?"

articles, which however, calls for

a

larg-

Mrs. Pat—They do be savin* that at
the weddin' the wine flowed like wather.
Who

j

Jumping match from the cricket challenged a bullfrog who lived near bj.
When the date for the match

approach-

the divll bad

drugs, and we recommend it as
remedy for children and adults.

safe
F. A.

a

Shurtleff A Co.

greatest Juniper that had appeared In
the

neighborhood

does that man insist that it is
better to go into business than to adopt

"Why

political career?"
"I suppose," answered Senator Sorghum, "it's because a director in a coma

pany has less hesitation than a member
of Congress
about raising his own

e-ilary."

HOW TO AVOID APPENDICITIS.
Most victime of appendicitis are those
who are habitually constipated. Orino

Laxative Fruit Syrup cures chronic constipation by stimulating the liver and

bowels and restores the natural action of
the bowels. Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup
does not nauseate or gripe and is mild
and pleasant to take. Refuse substitutes.
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

for y curd.

At last

sort of refrain like this:

a

Watch
Watch

me
me

Jump!

Moral.—Look before you

burg Dispatch.

leap.—Pitts

Queer Play In Datcball.
Here is α play in baseball that hap·
pened long ago. Perhaps it never will
happen again. Did any one ever hear
of α buse runner scoring from first
A

base on α line drive that was caught
by a third liaseman and when the ball
never left the third baseman's hand?
The play happened in this way: Andy
Moyuihun was playing third base for
the Pastimes of Chicago la 18»>8 when
tournaiiient wits held. The Occidentals of I'earia were the opposing team.
In the lirst inning, with a runner on
first, the butter drove a liner straight
over third.
Moynilmn shoved up his
h.ttid. the ball struck it and stuck
The crowd cheered.
fast in the hand.
a

"I can't help longing for the good old An Instant later they saw something
days," said the engineer.
w.-s wrong.
Moynlhan, writhing with
"The good old daye?" repeated the
pain, was ruuuliig around third base.
eminent official.
base runner at first saw something
"Tes; the time when the work of Tlk'
rau down to secbuilding tbe Panama canal seemed half was the matter and
completed when you had drawn a line ond. Then he ran to third and finally
with a blue pencil across the map of the trotted home unmolested.

isthmus."

The trouble was that the ball, strlk-

Mothers who give their children Ken-

nedy'· Laxative Cough Syrup invariably
indorse it. Children like it because the
Contains Honey
taste is so pleasant.
and Tar. It is the Original Laxative
Cough Syrup and is unrivaled for the reDrives the cold out
lief of croup.
through the bowels. Conforms to the
National Pure Food and Drug Law. Sold
by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
don't like the milk we get in
said the millionaire who was
the winter abroad.
"Then why not have some shipped
from Cowes?" inquired the near humorist, with a hoarse laugh.
"We

Cannes,"
spending

anTnsidious^DANGER.

One of the worst features of kidney
trouble is that it is an insidious disease
and before the victim realises bis danger
he may have a fatal malady. Take
Foley's Kidney Cure at the first sign of
trouble as it corrects irregularities and
prevents Bright's disease and diabetes.
Sold by F. A. Shurleff A Co.

Teacher—A rich man dies and leaves
$1,000,000 to eight nephews and nieces.

get?
Scholar—Automobiles,
appendicitis.

What does each one

ancestors and

"They like the taste as well as maple
sugar" is what one mother wrote of
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup. This
modern cough syrup is absolutely free
from any opiate or narcotic. Contains
Honey Tar. Conforms to the National
Pure Food and Drug Law. Sold by F.
A. Shurtleff 4 Co.
D'Auber—I only got $30 for

painting.
Newitt—Well,

you didn't

that

put

much

D'Auber—WhatI
guess you
trying to sell it.

never

work on it.

I

saw me

Three little babes were nestled in bed,
•TU name William, Willie and Bill,"
mother said;
Wide was her smile for triplets they be,
She lays her good luck to Rocky Mountain Tea. (Great baby medicine.)
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Master of the house—What are you so
worked up about. Minna?
Housemaid—The missus has discharged me, sir!
Master of the bouse—I congratulate

iug

Moyulliau's hand, paralyzed the

The ball was stuck tight In
his hand. It was five minutes before
bis fellow players could pry his fingers open and get the ball out.—Chicago Tribune.
nerves.

"Naiuln·" ·
It In au ancient belief tliut a man's
name has some mysterious sympathy
wltli bis nature, whence arise such
stories as tlint of Itumpelstlltskln.
whose power over η human being vanishes the moment tbat his name Is pronmiuced aloud. It has been suggested
with some show of reason that the
modern practice of "naming" a refractory member of the British bouse of
commous Is merely a survival of this
Member.

to kick over
American.

the

•trcngtli.—Mnclarec.

Wanted.
Pine, Poplar, Spruce, Fir
and Hard Wood cut 54 inches

long and delivered at our factory. All soft wood saw logs
delivered to J A. Kenney's
mill.

that all

authorized to refund your money

if

and prevents pneumonia aud consumption. Contains no opiates. The genuine
is in a yellow package. Refuse substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
Clara's Young Man—Won't you
something for us, Maud?
Maud—What shall it be?

Clara—O, anything

that's appropriate.
Maud—Theu I'll

play

pills with

reputation. The pills that
knows. Recommended by F.
a

E. W.

All Kind of Ma-

I will furnUh DOORS and WINDOWS of
Site or Style at reaaonable price*.

any

Also Window & Door Frames.
It In want of any kind of FlnUh for I η tide or
OnUMe work, «end ta your order·. Pine Lnm
tier and Shlnglea on band Cheap tor Caab.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
M itched Hard

Κ.
Wee!

W.

Sumner,

Wood Floor Boanl· for sale.

CHANDLER,
....

Maine.

Norway

Water Co. of

Norway, Me.

First Mortgage Four per cent twentyyear bonds in $100 and 1600 pieces.
Price 101.
Per Sale at

Norway Natleaal Bank.

NOTICE.
The regular annual meeting of the
Citizens' Telegraph and Telephone
Company will be held at the Assessors' Office, South Paris, Monday,
January 7, 1907, at 7:3ο p.m.

pay

onej

BKFOBK NOBWAÏ MUNICIPAL
H.C. UAVIH, JULMiE.

_

NOTICE.

Dr. King's
New Discovery

SOUTH PARIS.

cure

THE

Frye

Kendall

Kverett,

Standlah,
Thompson

}

C

ONSUMPTION

FOR

OUGHSand

OLDS

11 ΚΡΟΚΕ

State

Grant,

Chick

MAINE,

State

SMte

to close our odd

τ».

via the
inaured

General
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NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
bu been duly appointed executor of the last
wilt and testament of
ALVA SHUBTLErr, late of Pari·,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All person·
having demand· against the eatate of aald deceased are dealred to present the aame for settlement, and aU Indebted thereto are requested to
make payment Immediately.
WILLIE K. SHUBTLEEF.
Walter L. Gray, Agent.
Dec. 18th, 1906.

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish !

BEFORE KUMFOKI) KALI.* MUNICIPAL COUBT,
JAM» β Β. M EVKNSON, BECOBOKK.

BEFOBB JOHN

up stock.

South Paris, Maine.

soft.

Clear up the complexion, cleanse the
liver and tone the system. You can beet
do this by a dose or two of De Witt's
Little Early Risers. Safe, reliable little

I.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be
has Iteen duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
DORA L. ADKINS, late of Canton,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay-

—

A. W. Walker &. Son's,

you can think of

play something

JOHN M. PHILBROOK of Brownfleld, ward;
flrst account presented for allowance by Charles
M. Phllbrook, guardian.
WIL80N 8TILLMAN, late of Peru, deceased ;
second account presented for allowance by
James 8 Wright, administrator.
JOHN E. DsCOSTERof Parts, minor ward; I
final account presented for allowance by James
8. Wright, guardian.
ADDISON B. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest:
ALBERT D. PARK. Register.

Cord Wood,

Coal at

Coal M,

b,

SILA8 E. KING, late of Oxford, deceased;
will and petition for probate thereof presented
by Florence H. King, the executrix therein
named.

Mason Mfg. Go.
Slab

|

Sold by r. A. Shurtleï A Co.

Jeweler and Graduate Optician.

Stove Wood and

certify

Kodol Digests What You Βat

■sttasooty. *1.00 Sire holdln» 2 M ttmai tba trial
ate. which Mil* for 50 cents.
En»f»d by L 0. OcWITT * OO., ΟΗΙΟΑΟΟ.

1907,

Anxiety does not empty tomorrow of
Its sorrow: It empties today of Its

Foley's Honey and Tar fails to cure your
cough or oold. Cures la grippe conghs

This is to

card!

No appetite, Iocs ol strength, ι
mm, headache, oonstipatlon, bad breath,
fanerai debility, aour risings, «ad catarrh
cf the stomach ara all due to *ndlgeatlon.
Kodol eures Indigestion. This new disoovtrj represents the natural Juices of dlgeatton as they exist in a healthy stomach,
combined vith the greatest known tonic
and reconstructive properties. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure does not only cure Indlgestioa
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
cures all stomach troubles by cleansing,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes Hning the stomach.
dr. 8. S. Bd, *t to—wot W, V·., arc—
"
I was troubled with aour atomic h for f setj rawa.
Kodol and m si*· in now usine It ta mÊk
tar fcabr."

PROBATE NOTICES.

WILLIAM E.

Maine.

Stomach

Γο all persons Interested In either of the Estate
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Parla, In ami
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
Dcc., In the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and six. The following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby Obukked :
That notice thereof be given to all pcraons Interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
Oxpublished three weeks successively In theSouth
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at
Paris, In said County, thai they may appear at a
Probate Court to be neld at said Paris, on the
at 8
third Tuesday of January. A. D.
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard there
on If they see cause.

ment Immediately.
Deo. 18th, 1908.
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of Canton, Bankrupt. )
To the creditor· of Charles A. Darrington, In
the County of Oxford and dlatrict aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the Mod day of
Dec., A. D. 1900, the said Charte* A. Darrington
belief, which the Norsemen brought was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of his creditors will be held at the office
Into EKglund.
of the Referee, No. β Market 8quare, South Paris,
on the 9th day of Jan., A. D. 1907, at 10 o'clock
In the forenoon, at which lime the said creditors
Theory and I'ructice.
prove their claims, appoint a
MI am g.rtng to hitch my wagon to a may attend,
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
■tar!" exclaimed the enthusiastic young such other business aa may properly come before aald meeting.
dramatist.
8outh Paria, Dec 94. 1906.
WALTEB L. GRAY,
"Don't you do It. my boy," said the
Itefure* In Bankruptcy
be
sure
"She'll
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Jumping net."

Then he threw out his lege in one
grand leap and would certjiiuly have
won the match, but through a faulty
steering gear he Jumped right down
the throat of α turkey gobbler who had
been watching the performance.

FOR SALE BY

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Then he Jumped at least six feet.
"That's nothing," said the grasshopper. "1 told you all that I'm the greatest Juniper on earth. After this Jump
I Intend to go with the dreus and do a

G00D|

PERFECT SECURITY AHD
RATES OF IHTERE8T.

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

Jump!

;ourt and specifying the court or maclatrate
hat allowed the tame and before whom the caae
irlgluated 1· published In compliance with the
irorlalons of Section IS of Chapter 117 of the
Sevlaed Statute* of the State of Maine.

Water Bonds.

in Crayon, Water color,

everything was ready for the contest.
The bullfrog toed the murk and sang

Tiuicui'· Omci,
South ParU, Maie·, Dee. U, 1W.
The following He» containing the aggregate
unount of coata allowed la each criminal caae aa
indited and allowed by the Supreme Judicial
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floutb. Parle,

Picture Frames

soon

Sbake off the grip of your old enemy,
Nasal Catarrh, by using Ely's Cream
Balm. Tben will all the swelling and
soreness be driven out of the tender, inflamed membranes. The fits of sneezing will cease and the discharge, as offensive to others as to yourself, will be
cured when the causes that produce it
are removed.
Cleanliness, comfort and
health renewed by the use of Cream
Balm. Sold by all druggists for 50 cents,
or mailed by Ely Bros., 50 Warren Street,
New York.

Timing· Block.

rtipation
quickly and pleasantly reieved by "L.F." Atwood's purely vegeable Bitters.—A guaranteed remedy for
ill diseases of the digestive organs.—35c.

bonnet"

"Do you think the flying machine will
be in active operation?"
"I hope not," answered the sardonic
"The interstate commerce
statesman.
commission is having all the trouble it
can handle with tbe railways."

W. J. Wbeeler db Co.,

are

imagine 1 can see a halo on her bead."
'Oh, of course," rejoined Wedderly.
"But shortly after marriago you will
find the halo transformed into an ex-

Nearly every person who is subject to
attacks from the stomach suffers from a
morbid dread of a dietetic treatment for
relief, that is three-fourtbs starvation,
and one-fourth toast and milk. On the
other hand yon can eat as you please and
digest the food by the aid of a good digestant, thus giving the tired stomach
equally as muoh rest. Eat what you
please and take a little Kodol For Indigestion after your meals. It digests
what you eat. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff
Λ Co.

—

Acute Bowel Trouble and Chronic Con-

girl I am engaged to," remarked
Singleton, "is an earthly angel. I

pensive

The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Preecott and The Lauter Player Piano,
as low
are
high grade instruments, and are sold for just
Also I have
can be sold for the quality of the instrument.
as
they
money
Price*
several medium grade pianos. A large stock always on band.
interest
and
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we
and
you in
try
low, terms easy. Send for catalogue
market.
on
the
the best pianos that are
all first class,

Steuben. Me.. Sept. 1.1904.
For a number of year» I have had a
>ad liver trouble and h grew worse. At
ist I had Bilious Colic and thought someimes I should die. At last a friend asked
ne to take the "L. F." Bitters; I took
line bottles and can happily «y I have
tot had an attack since.
Very respectfully, Mrs. C. C Fas.REN.
)ear Sir·:
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every one
"She didn't like the way I did the
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A. Shurtleff A Co.
with
filled
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or
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square
sawdust or excelsior in which the bot"Don't you think you are wasting your
When the cold winds dry and crack tles of all sizes may be buried.
time talking the value of economy to
the skin a box of salve can save much
Shoes, to keep their shape well, should Blank. He hasn't any money."
discomfort. Id buying salve look for be stuffed with paper and each one be
"I know it, but I have."
the nance on the box to avoid any imita- wrapped separately, or mounted on
comin
a
shoe
and
trees
and
be
boot
sure
the
bag
placed
tions,
you get
You will not find beauty in rouge pot
original
Witch Hazel Salve. Sold by F. A. Shurt- partment where the heels will re«t or
complexion whitewash. True beauty
I comes to them
leff à Co.
against the sides of the tronk.
only that take Holllster's
Rats go In tbe regular compartment
Mountain Tea. It la a wonderful
Rocky
First Doctor—Is this operation abso- Intended for them and the space around tonic and beautifier. 36 cents Tea or
them should never be crowded with Tablets. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
lutely necessary?
Second Doctor—It is. The only possi- other articles.
The women who follow the calling of ; "Yes, he married in haate."
ble chance we bave of collecting our bill
ia from his life insurance.
"professional packer" are the busiest of "And repented at leisure?"
busy people in the summer season. Said
"No. The girl is independently rich."
a bright young woman to me; "It Isa'
It invigorates, strengthens and builds
dozen
a
at
least
unless
work
poor day's
HOW TO AVOID PNEUMONIA.
up. It keeps you in condition physical- trunks bave been
assigned me in the: You can avoid
ly, mentally and morally. That's what hotel. Of course for this amount I repneumonia and other
Holllater's Rooky Mountain Tea will do.
serious results from a oold by taking
an
assistant."—Ex.
3δ cents, Tea or Tablets. Sold here by > quire
Foley's Honey aud Tar. It stop· the
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
jough and expels the oold from the sysThree-piece suits are again very fash- tem as It is mildly laxative. Refuse any
ionable, and in cases where the material but the
genuine in the yellow paokage.
His Mother—But I thought you said used for the ooat and skirt is too heavy
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
your wife could cook.
for a bodice, taffeta or peau de cygne in
Her sen—She can.
the samo shade may be used for tbe latHis Mother—Then what are you growl- ter. This Is a season of
pa, if "cts." Is short for
separate waists, 1 Willie—Say,
what's short for dollars?
about?"
ing
and for theatre or afternoon wear em- sents,
Pa—All married men, my son.
Her Son—She won't.
broidered net over a foundation lining
of thin ailk is very soft and pretty.
k GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES.
Γ0 CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Lady Cook aays that the American
Itohing, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding
rake Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
seem to be content not to vote, : [Mies.
Druggists are authorised to reDruggists refund money if it falls to women
lore.
X. W. Gaovs's signature is on and remarks that English women are \ tond money if Paso Ointment falls to
In
thla
them
In
6
ahead
of
<
tor·
to 14 days. 60 onto.
respect.
away
Meh bos. 1βο·

work."

because be had woo a

grasshopper

ed, the grasshopper worked very hard
wathered it?
so as to Jump at the proper weight He
RE- would run a mile or two. Jump rope,
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
until he was really the
GARDING THE NATIONAL PURE fly over fence·,
FOOD AND DRUG LAW.
We are pleased to announce that Foley's Honey and Tar for ooughs. colds
and lung troubles is not affected by the
National Pure Food and Drug law as U
contains no opiates or other harmful
Pat—Glory bel

BILIOUS
COLIC

How -.Grasshopper Lost
▲

^PIANOS.^

Very Severe

An Aolipal Story Per
Utile PelHs

Job·
No

Loufley,

Maine.

iteam

Engine

Fer Sale

and Boiler

Clieap.

Second hand, six horse power
ngine and eight horse power boiler,
'all and see them at A. C. Jones'
lachine Shop, South Paris, Me.

